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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
SANDY CITY, 
Plaintiff/ Appellee, 
vs. APPEAL NO. 20170292 -CA 
KRISTINA ZEMAITIENE, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
As argued below, this Court does not have Jurisdiction to hear this matter. 
SUMMARY OF ARUGMENT 
This Court does not have Subject Matter Jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 
§ 78A-7-118(8) because ( 1) the District Court did not rule on the constitutionality of a 
statute and (2) because Defendant never argued the constitutionality of a statute at the 
District Court level. Thus, the City respectfully requests this case be dismissed. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THIS CASE IS NOT WITHIN THIS COURT'S SUBJECT MATTER 
JURISDICTION AS APPELLANT DID NOT ARGUE THE REQUISITE 
ISSUES IN DISTRICT COURT AFTER APPEALING FROM JUSTICE 
COURT AND SHOULD BE DISMISSED. 
Utah Code Ann.§ 78A-7-118(8) limits appeals from Utah district courts when 
said cases have already been adjudicated in Utah justice courts. Specifically, this statute 
states "[t]he decision of the district court is final and may not be appealed unless the 
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district court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance." Utah Code Ann. § 
78A-7-118(8) ( emphasis added). The Utah Court of Appeals elaborated on this specific 
issue in Pleasant Grove City v. Orvis, 2007 UT App 74, 157 P.3d 355 (Ut. Ct. App. 
2007). There, the appellate court dismissed an appeal to the Utah Court of Appeals from 
a district court ruling because the district court did not "review the constitutionality of the 
ordinance and declare the challenged ordinance unconstitutional or invalid on the facts of 
the case, as appropriate in an as applied challenge." Id. at 361 . "Because [the] appeal 
[was] not taken from a district court ruling on the constitutionality of a statute or 
ordinance, it is not within our appellate jurisdiction." Id. 
A. As Applied Constitutional Challenges Do Not Necessarily Satisfy Utah Code 
Ann.§ 78A-7-118(8). 
In the instant appeal, and similar to Orvis, Appellant argues in her appellate brief 
that Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-305 is unconstitutional as applied to her. However, blanket 
assertions of "as applied" unconstitutionality do not necessarily satisfy the requirement 
that appellant challenge the "constitutionality of a statute." For example, in Orvis, the 
Utah Court of Appeals declared that "despite Orvis' s characterization of his selective 
enforcement claim as an as applied challenge, we conclude that Orvis did not challenge 
the constitutionality of the [statute or ordinance]." Orvis, 2007 UT App 74, at 115. The 
Orvis ~ourt also noted that selective prosecution and selective enforcement claims raise 
constitutional issues, but neither claim "attacks the constitutionality or validity of [ a 
statute or ordinance]" as required by Utah Code to appropriately appeal a conviction of 
this type. Id. at 1 16. 
5 
B. The District Court Never Ruled On the Constitutionality Of A Statute Or 
Ordinance. 
Additionally fatal to Appellant's appeal-and consistent with Orvis-the district 
court never ruled on the constitutionality of Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-305, or any statute or 
ordinance for that matter. At no point at the district court level did Appellant even argue 
the constitutionality of any statute or ordinance during trial or by motion. The very same 
circumstances occurred in Orvis where the appellate court found that the court lacked 
subject matter jurisdiction. "Orvis's motion to dismiss the charges did not include a 
request to have the district court review the constitutionality of the ordinance and declare 
the challenged ordinance unconstitutional or invalid on the facts of the case, as 
appropriate in an as applied challenge." Orvis, 2007 UT App 74, at_,r 17. 
Thus, Appellant has not satisfied Utah Code Ann. § 78A-7-l l 8(8) because she did 
not argue the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance at the district court level, nor did 
the district court rule on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance to provide this 
court with subject matter jurisdiction. Therefore, Appellant cannot appeal this case as it is 
not within this Court's subject matter jurisdiction and should be dismissed. 
CONCLUSION 
Because this Court does not have Subject Matter Jurisdiction, the City respectfully 
• 
-
.. 
ADDENDUM A 
7 
Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-305. Interference with a peace officer 
( 1) A person is guilty of a class B misdemeanor if the person knows, or by the exercise of 
reasonable care should have known, that a peace officer is seeking to effect a lawful arrest or 
detention of that person or another person and interferes with the arrest or detention by: 
(a) use of force or any weapon; 
(b) refusing to perform any act required by lawful order: 
(i) necessary to effect the arrest or detention; and 
(ii) made by a peace officer involved in the arrest or detention; or 
(c) refusing to refrain from performing any act that would impede the arrest or detention. 
(2) Recording the actions of a law enforcement officer with a camera, mobile phone, or other 
photographic device, while the officer is performing official duties in plain view, does not by 
itself constitute: 
( a) interference with the officer; 
(b) willful resistance; 
( c) disorderly conduct; or 
( d) obstruction of justice. 
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Utah Code Ann. § 78A-7-118. Appeals from justice court--Trial or hearing de 
novo in district court 
(l) In a criminal case, a defendant is entitled to a trial de novo in the district court only if 
the defendant files a notice of appeal within 28 days of: 
(a) sentencing, except as provided in Subsection ( 4)(b ); or 
(b) a plea of guilty or no contest in the justice court that is held in abeyance. 
(2) Upon filing a proper notice of appeal, any term of a sentence imposed by the justice 
court shall be stayed as provided for in Section 77-20-10 and the Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. 
(3) If an appeal under Subsection (l) is of a plea entered pursuant to negotiation with the 
prosecutor, and the defendant did not reserve the right to appeal as part of the plea 
negotiation, the negotiation is voided by the appeal. 
( 4) A defendant convicted and sentenced in justice court is entitled to a hearing de novo 
in the district court on the following matters, if the defendant files a notice of appeal 
within 28 days of: 
(a) an order revoking probation; 
(b) imposition of a sentence, following a determination that a defendant failed to 
fulfill the terms of a plea in abeyance agreement; 
(c) an order denying a motion to withdraw a plea, if the plea is being held in 
abeyance and the motion to withdraw the plea is filed within 28 days of the entry 
of the plea; 
( d) a postsentence order fixing total or court ordered restitution; or 
(e) an order denying expungement. 
( 5) The prosecutor is entitled to a hearing de novo in the district court if an appeal is filed 
within 28 days of the court entering: 
(a) a final judgment of dismissal; 
(b) an order arresting judgment; 
(c) an order terminating the prosecution because of a finding of double jeopardy or 
denial of a speedy trial; 
( d) a judgment holding invalid any part of a statute or ordinance; 
( e) a pretrial order excluding evidence, when the prosecutor certifies that exclusion 
of that evidence prevents continued prosecution of an infraction or class C 
misdemeanor; 
(f) a pretrial order excluding evidence, when the prosecutor certifies that exclusion 
of that evidence impairs continued prosecution of a class B misdemeanor; 
(g) an order granting a motion to withdraw a plea of guilty or no contest; 
(h) an order fixing total restitution at an amount less than requested by a crime 
victim; or 
(i) an order granting an expungement, if the expungement was opposed by the 
prosecution or a victim before the order was entered. 
( 6) Upon entering a decision in a hearing de novo, the district court shall remand the case 
to the justice court unless: 
9 
• 
(a) the decision results in immediate dismissal of the case; or 
(b) the hearing de novo was on a pretrial order and the parties and the district court 
agree to have the district court retain jurisdiction. • 
(7) The district court shall retain jurisdiction over the case on trial de novo. 
(8) The decision of the district court is final and may not be appealed unless the district 
court rules on the constitutionality of a statute or ordinance. 
10 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, WEST JORDAN 
SALT LAKE COUNTY , STATE OF UTAH 
SANDY CITY, 
Plaintiff , 
vs . 
KRISTINA ZEMAITI ENE, 
Defendant . 
-000-
-000-
Case No. 161401477 
TRIAL 
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 27th day of March, 
2017, commencing at the hour of 2:07 p . m. , the above-entitled 
matter came on for hearing before the HONORABLE HEATHER 
BRERE TON, sitting as Judge in the above-named Court for the 
purpose of this cause and that the following proceedings were 
had . 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 
(Transcriber's Note: Speaker identification 
may not be accurate with audio recordings.) 
THE COURT: Please be seated. 
MR . JOHNSON: Good afternoon, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Good afternoon . 
Page 3 
We are here in the matter of Sandy City vs . Kristina 
10 Zemaitiene . It's case 161401477. Today is the time set for a 
11 
12 
bench trial. 
I again apologize to the parties about our late 
13 start, we had a very large calendar this morning, so ... 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Are the parties ready to proceed? 
MR. JOHNSON: The City's ready, your Honor. 
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: She said that she would like 
to have Lithuanian interpreter . 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yeah, I--I asked for Lithuanian 
interpreter. 
THE COURT: And this is all that we have available 
21 to us, Ms. Zemaitiene , so I will indicate that, as I indicated 
22 before, I think that you do understand English, the state of 
23 your pleadings suggest that your English, at least in writing, 
24 
25 
is very good . We did request a Lithuanian interpreter, this 
is the interpreter that's been provided. If that's not a help 
DepornaxMerit Litigation 
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1 to you , then we can go forward without an interpreter but 
2 there is not a different interpreter available to us . 
3 So you can either go forward in English which I ' ll 
4 again indicate that based on everything that has happened in 
5 this case , all the prior hearings and the pleadings that have 
6 been filed , there is nothing to suggest to me that you lack 
7 the ability to go forward in English . I set it over as a 
8 courtesy to you to get the interpreter , but also for the 
9 reason of allowing you to subpoena a witness , which I know has 
10 
11 
taken place . 
So if the interpreter's not a help , we can go 
12 forward without the interpreter, but I do intend to go forward 
13 
14 
today . There ' s not a different interpreter available to us . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Your Honor , I made a motion , while 
15 I know that my right to an interpreter is the Constitutional 
16 right . It ' s --it ' s a right , it ' s just due process right and I -
17 -I request Lithuanian interpreter . If the Court doesn ' t find 
18 inter--Lithuanian interpreter , then the case should be 
19 
20 
dismissed or--it's my Constitutional right . 
THE COURT : It ' s your Constitutional right if you ' re 
21 unable to go forward in English and I'm making a find ing that 
22 you are able to go forward in English. 
23 This case has been tried previously without the help 
2 4 of a Lithuanian interpreter or any interpreter requested by 
25 you or prior counsel , so I did, in an attempt to give you 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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1 every help that I could, order an interpreter, we have an 
2 interpreter present but I will make the finding today that you 
can go forward without an interpreter, you've gone forward at 
every court hearing prior to today's date, including trial in 
the Justice Court without an interpreter or without ever 
raising the issue. 
i 
i 
' 
; 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 So at this point, we're going to go forward. We can ; 
8 use the interpreter that we have or we can go forward without 
9 an interpreter. As I've indicated, I believe you have the 
10 ability to go forward without an interpreter, you speak 
11 English very well, you write English very well. 
12 
13 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, I speak English from 
(inaudible) English and this matter, it involves legal issues, 
14 arguments that involve complicated more - -I repeat that I have 
15 
16 
a Constitutional right and I asked the Court in a previous 
hearing and the Court agreed to look for an interpreter and 
17 provide Lithuanian interpreter and the last trial in the--in 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
18 the Justice Court, I was represented by a lawyer . That's why I 
I didn't need interpreter. 
myself and this--
Now, I need to do everything 19 
20 
21 
22 
THE COURT: Ma'am, the--the pleadings that you've 
filed in English read as if an attorney wrote them, so I am 
23 just frankly not persuaded by your argument that you lack the 
24 ability to communicate and conduct this trial in English. 
25 You've noted your objection for the record, I've 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
801-328-1188 
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1 heard it and I ' ve overruled it , so we need to move forward . 
2 The only question is whether you want to go forward with the 
3 interpreter that ' s been provided today , that we've ordered or 
4 whether you ' d like to go forward without that interpreter . 
5 That ' s the only decision I need you to make but we are going 
6 forward today . 
7 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Please . I - -I cannot--no--Russian 
8 interpreter is of no help, for me it would be more 
9 complicated . 
10 THE COURT : Okay . Well , if this interpreter is of 
11 no help to you, then we ' ll release the interpreter . 
12 And thank you for coming . 
13 But as I indicated, that ' s the only interpreter 
1 4 available , so with that , then we ' ll go forward . 
15 (Inaudible discussion) 
16 
17 motion? 
18 
19 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Your Honor , may I make another 
THE COURT : Certainly . 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: A motion for--for a stay of 
20 proceedings , I filed a petition with--for a writ of certiorari 
21 with the Supreme--Utah Supreme Court appealing Court of 
22 Appeals denial of my--of my motion , I filed with this Court , 
23 with Court of Appeals and I filed , I served the petition , a 
24 - copy of the petition to this party and the petition is pending 
25 and I- - I filed motion for emergency relief asking the Supreme 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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1 Court to stay proceedings because--because the Supreme Court 
2 
3 
needs to decide if this Court--this Court has jurisdiction 
over my case because it looks like my case is non-existent 
4 case and this case law explicitly says that the Court doesn't 
5 
6 
7 
8 
have jurisdiction over non-existent case--over--over non-
existent charge . So it ' s important issue . 
If I am put on trial when--
THE COURT: I am going to stop you for one moment, 
9 ma ' am . 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Somebody has a cell phone that's on in the courtroom 
and we ' re getting feedback . I don ' t know--! don't have one, 
but if you do have a cell phone, if you would turn it off, 
even if it's on silent, sometimes it interferes with our 
14 recording but we're getting some feedback and it's picking 
15 that up rather than the voices . 
16 MR . JOHNSON : I have mine on airplane mode, I do not 
17 have service . 
18 
19 
20 
THE COURT : So that should--
Do you have--
MR . JOHNSON : I heard a couple beeps , but l ike I 
21 said , I have mine on airplane mode so--
22 THE COURT : That ' s what it is? I guess, Mr . 
23 Johnson, I ' d maybe ask if you'd turn it all the way off. 
24 
25 
THE BAILIFF : Would you turn it all the way off? 
MR . JOHNSON : Sure . 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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THE COURT : Do you have one , ma ' am? 
THE BAILIFF : Is that a- -
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Mine's on--I have it on vibration . 
MR . JOHNSON : That ' s--Judge? 
THE COURT: Yeah. On vibration doesn ' t matter , it 
6 needs to be off. 
MR . JOHNSON: Your Honor? 
THE COURT : It ' s off? Okay . 
7 
8 
9 MR. JOHNSON : There ' s a wi-fi that the D.A .' s office , 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
left here 
you go . 
that looks like it might be on . 
THE COURT : That might be it . 
THE CLERK : That might be it . (Inaudible) There 
THE COURT : That ' s it . 
THE CLERK : That was it . 
THE COURT : Okay . Thank you . 
Okay . I ' m sorry, ma ' am, for inte r rupting you but it 
18 needs to be on the record so that ' s important . 
19 
20 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yes , it does . 
THE COURT : What I will indicate is I did previously 
21 receive a written motion for a stay which I denied . That was 
22 prior to the Court of Appeals decision denying the writ. 
,, 
' 
f 
' 
23 There ' s not been a subsequent one that ' s come to my attention . , 
24 Mr . Johnson, what ' s your position regarding a stay? 
25 MR . JOHNSON : Judge , we have been served, she did an 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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1 appeal to the Utah Supreme Court basically appealing the Court 
2 of Appeals--basically what she represented to you. That has 
3 
4 
been there. 
Our position is that the--we be allowed to go 
5 forward for a couple of reasons. The primary reason is 
6 because if she does win, then--then everything's negated 
7 anyway, really; so I'm saying there is a remedy if we do this 
8 today and she wins. So there's no reason to stay the 
9 proceedings . 
10 We've been trying to do this for a long, long time 
11 now, we've--we've been continuing it for a number of times. 
12 We ask to be allowed to go forward. We have witnesses 
13 present, for more than the first occasion and we're ready to 
14 proceed. 
15 
16 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, I would like you to 
know that I really not intending to delay proceedings. You 
17 just denied my motion for stay of proceedings after Court of 
18 Appeals denied petition. 
19 
20 
THE COURT: I think it was the same day that--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: And it was denied--you denied on 
21 March 21st. I did my best to write appeal, the petition for 
22 certiorari relief- -certiorari--certiorari writ and I did 
23 everything possible. I filed on--on--last week on--on 
24 Friday--
25 THE COURT: Well, and ma'am, the issue of whether 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
801-328-1188 
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1 the writ's pending is not before me. The only issue is 
2 whether I should stay these proceedings and I'll indicate that 
3 I'm going to deny your motion to stay these proceedings. If 
4 you're successful in the writ with the Supreme Court, then 
5 certainly the Supreme Court will speak to the effect of the 
6 proceedings that are held today; but I find no legal reason to 
7 stay the trial in this case while that writ is pending. So 
8 you can certainly pursue that writ, but we're going to go 
9 forward with the bench trial today. 
10 MS. ZEMAITIENE: You know, your Honor, you are 
11 speaking to me and I don't understand what you're speaking to 
12 me. I'm so sorry. 
13 
14 
THE COURT: Well, what I'm saying is, we're doing 
the trial today, which is the same thing that I told you the 
15 last time we were present, that I wasn't going to continue it 
16 again. I was giving you an opportunity to do what you needed 
17 to do to go forward. The fact that you're appealing my 
18 decision doesn't mean that we can't have this trial today and 
19 
20 
we're going to have this trial today. 
So Mr. Johnson, I believe is ready to call his--or 
21 make an opening statement or call his witnesses--
22 MS. ZEMAITIENE: I have a lot of--sorry for 
23 interrupting you. I have a lot of motions to make again to 
24 the Court. 
25 THE COURT: Well, if you're re-making the same 
DepomaxMerit Litigation 
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1 motions, you've made them, they're on the record. I don't 
2 know what motions you're indicating but you filed nothing in 
3 
4 
writing, today is the time of trial--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I am--I am--your Honor, I'm making 
5 motions--oral motion before--
6 
7 
THE COURT: Go ahead and make--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: --before the prosecutor calls 
8 witness because I need to know why--the reason why the 
9 prosecutor dismissed my co-defendant's case. I don't--
10 
11 
MR. JOHNSON: That--that's been heard, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Ma'am, that's--that's not a motion 
12 that's properly before the Court. If you have a motion to 
13 make to the Court regarding these proceedings, then you can 
14 make it, although I'll indicate you've made--you've made 
15 several motions in writing prior to today's date. This case 
16 was set for trial, indicated by the parties that it was ready 
17 to be tried. 
18 The issues that you've brought up since that time 
19 are appealing decisions that this Court has made, which you 
20 have every right to do and you've done, but they're not going 
21 to delay this trial. 
22 The motion that you've just made is not a motion 
23 that's properly before the Court. So at this--
24 
25 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I am rnotion--I make--your Honor, I 
am making my own motion if I have a right to an adequate 
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1 defense. I cannot defend myself adequately if I don't know 
2 why prosecutor dismissed my--dismissed shoplifter case with 
3 whose arrest I (inaudible) here. 
4 THE COURT: And ma'am, I'm the Judge, and I'll 
5 indicate to you that I've heard your motion and I'm denying 
6 it. So we're going forward. 
7 Mr. Johnson, are you ready to--do you intend to give 
8 an opening statement? 
9 
10 
MR. JOHNSON: No, your Honor, City waives. 
THE COURT: Do you intend to give an opening 
11 statement, Ms. Zemaitiene--Zemaitiene? 
12 
13 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: (Inaudible) your Honor? 
THE COURT: Would you like to give an opening 
14 statement? You have a right to give an opening statement. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yes. I would. 
THE COURT: You may proceed. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Should I come to the stand or--
THE COURT: You need to be at a--by a microphone for 
it to be--you should proceed to the podium, that would be the 
best place to make sure you're on the record, ma'am. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: So, yes, I would like to say on the 
record that this case is--the case against me is the case 
23 against my free speech, it's a malicious prosecution, it's a 
24 selective prosecution, which I'm being charged with fabricated 
25 charge for my complaint and also these misconduct--misconduct 
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and this Court is adj udicating malicious with - -adjudicating 
2 case against--against free speech. And yeah , that's--
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
THE COURT : Thank you, ma'am . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: - -what I--why--
***(Inaudible - away from microphone}*** 
THE COURT: Mr. Johnson, are you ready to proceed? 
MR. JOHNSON: we are, your Honor. The City calls 
8 Denise Ikemiyashiro to the stand. I will spe ll it before I go 
9 get her if you ' d like, Judge . 
10 
11 
THE COURT : That would be helpful . 
MR . JOHNSON : It's I-k-e-m-i-y-a-s-h- i-r-o. 
12 Thank you . 
13 And I believe actually that's not her name anymore 
14 but that's what I still have her as, so I'll get all that out 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
on the stand , your Honor. 
THE COURT : Okay. 
MR . JOHNSON: For Madam Clerk . 
THE COURT: So I - -I do have--I know our--our 
interpreter is still present and we--we've previously released 
20 the interpreter, but there is some information that we - -I do 
21 have a question for the interpreter before we proceed with 
22 
23 
24 
25 
witnesses, if you don ' t mind . 
MR . JOHNSON : No, I do not. 
THE COURT: Because I will note that Ms. Zemaitiene 
and the interpreter had some discussions in a language which I 
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1 assume is Russian; is that correct , ma ' am? 
2 
3 
THE INTERPRETER : That is correct . 
THE COURT : And can I get you to state your name for 
4 the record? 
5 
6 
THE INTERPRETER : I speak Russian . 
THE COURT : And can I get you to state your name for 
7 the record? 
8 
9 
10 
THE INTERPRETER : Mari (inaudible) 
THE COURT : And you ' ve--you ' ve heard that Ms . 
Zemaitiene is indicating that she doesn ' t speak Russian and 
11 that a Russian interpreter wouldn ' t be helpful to her. Have 
12 you been able to converse with her in Russian? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
THE INTERPRETER : (Inaudible) yes . 
THE COURT : So I certainly can--I mean the 
interpreter ' s indicating that you can speak in Russian , Ms . 
Zemaitiene and I can keep the interpreter here for you to ask 
questions if that will be helpful to you . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : No , your Honor , that ' s not helpful . 
So I don ' t speak normal Russian , it ' s more confusing. My 
20 language is Lithuanian . 
21 
22 
23 
THE COURT : Okay . We will release the interpreter 
at this time . 
And ma'am, when you do speak , I need you to speak 
24 in- - the microphone is turned away from you . So that is our 
25 recording device so if it ' s not spoken into the microphone , we 
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1 don ' t pick it up . 
2 You may proceed, Mr . Johnson . 
If you ' ll come forward and be sworn , ma ' am . Yes . 3 
4 DENISE IKEMIYASHIRO (LOVENDAHL) i 
5 called as a witness by and on behalf of the City in this 
6 matter , after having been first duly sworn , assumed the 
7 witness stand and was examined and testified as follows : 
8 
9 
THE COURT: If you ' d take a seat on the stand . 
You may proceed . 
10 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
11 BY MR . JOHNSON : 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Q Ma ' am, could you please state your name and spell 
your last name for the record? 
A It ' s Denise Lovendah l , L-o-v-e-n-d- a - h - 1 . 
Q Thank you . At some point in time in your career , 
16 you ' ve been known as Officer Ikemiyashiro; correct? 
A 
Q 
Yes . 
Okay . So drawing your attention specifically to 
17 
18 
19 December 27th , 2014 , do you remember the events of that day 
20 generally? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes . 
Where were you working that day? 
I was working at Deseret Industries in Sandy. 
And were you working there as your primary duties as 
25 an officer or were you there as a secondary duty? 
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Secondary duty. 
And what were you doing for the Deseret Industries? 
Loss prevention security. 
And were you working in the corporate limits of 
5 Sandy City? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
What's the address of that D.I.? 
It's off 9400 South and about 800 East. 
Okay. But based on your knowledge as an officer, 
10 you know it's within the corporate limits of Sandy? 
11 A Yes. 
12 At some point in time, your attention was drawn to 
13 an individual that you and your partner believed to be a 
14 shoplifter, whether or not that's correct, you believed him to 
15 be a shoplifter; is that correct? 
16 
17 
18 
19 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
And something happened outside? 
Yes . 
From the time just prior to you making contact with 
20 a female individual that became involved in that incident, can 
21 you start describing what you were doing and what happened? 
22 And I may interrupt you with some clarification questions. 
23 A Okay. So Officer Knighton and I went out to--to 
24 actually just get a license plate off of a vehicle of a guy 
25 who had changed price tags on a--sorry, this is in my face--
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had changed price tags on an item. So we walked out, he was 
getting into a van, we were standing there getting the license 
plate and he jumped out of the van and started yelling . 
Q Now, at that point in time , did you know whether or 
not that individual was the person you suspected of switching 
the price tags? 
A Yes . 
Q Okay. You did? 
A Yes . 
Q And was he? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. Go ahead. 
A So I identified myself as a police officer. 
Officer--
Q To the--to the male? 
A Yes . To the male. 
Q And then what happened? 
A Officer Knighton also identified himself. We had a -
-a bit of a conversation and then he got back in the van, told 
us he didn't do anything wrong , refused to come back in the 
s t ore after he 'd been asked to come b ack into the store . 
Q Okay . What happened next? 
A I opened the van door , again asked him to come back 
in the store. At this time, I had my badge around my neck, 
again identified myself--
··' 
~ .. 
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Was your--was--it was--let me interrupt you. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Your badge is around your neck--
Yes. 
--but was it outside the shirt? 
Yes. 
THE COURT: If we can be careful not to talk over 
8 each other, that doesn't pick up on the recording as well. 
9 Thank you . 
MR. JOHNSON: Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. My badge was outside of my 
shirt, around my neck. I was wearing plain clothes--
MR. JOHNSON: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: --at the time. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 I opened the door and I told him: You need to come 
16 back into the store, at this point you're under arrest for 
17 retail theft . He tried to slam the door and screamed, no, 
18 he 's not corning back in so I grabbed him and went to pull him 
19 out o f the car. 
20 When he--I pulled him out of the car, we were trying 
21 to get him into custody and I had my handcuffs in one hand and 
22 I had his arm, trying to get the handcuff on his--his arm and 
23 that's when the female came up and started screaming and 
24 yelling. 
25 Q (By Mr. Johnson) All right. Do you remember when 
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the--when a female initially came up, what she was saying? 
A That we can't do this. 
Q All right. Did you respond to her in any way, shape 
or form at that --
A Yeah . 
Q --point in time? 
A I told her we were police officers and she needed to 
back up, because she was coming at us . 
Q Okay. Approximately how far away from you was she 
when you first stated that you were police officers? 
A Probably about three feet. 
Q And then what happened? 
A She came up and grabbed my arm while I had my 
handcuffs out trying to get them on him. 
Q Was she saying something at that point in time or 
this--
A She was just screaming that we had no right to be 
doing anything. 
Q Okay. Did you say anything in addition, outside of 
what you were initially said? That you were police officers . 
A I jus t--I kept saying: Back up, back up, police 
officers, back up. 
Q And she continued to do the same thing, basically? 
A She continued to yell. She grabbed my arm, when she 
grabbed my arm, he was able to grab my handcuffs from me and 
-
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1 so I had one arm--one hand on one set of the handcuffs and he 
2 had the other part of the handcuffs. And she was still 
3 grabbing and yelling and screaming . 
4 Q Okay . And so when he grabbed the handcuffs, what 
5 happened next? 
6 A I was able to wrestle the handcuffs away from him 
7 and I had to let him go because she was right there on top of 
8 us, you know--I mean , not on top of me, but right in my face , 
9 screaming--
10 
11 
12 
Q 
A 
Close to you? 
--yelling, grabbing . Yes . 
So I had to let him go . He --he was able to get back 
13 to the van , his dog got out , grabbed the dog and was holding 
14 the dog in front of him and at that point, he got in the van 
15 and drove away . 
16 Q And what is she doing at the--at the time he's 
17 holding the dog? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
A 
Q 
Still standing there, screaming and yelling. 
And what--were--were you talking to her at this 
point in time? 
A No . I was--at this point in time, he grabbed his 
22 dog , got back in the car, pushed me out of the way and then I 
23 turned as he was leaving and that ' s when I--I was talking to 
24 her . 
25 Q Okay. And what did you say to her at this point in 
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I said, please back up. And she just kept coming at 
3 me and so I pushed her back and I said , back up , please . And 
4 then I turned to walk away and as I was walking away, she 
5 followed me, screaming--
Q 
A 
Okay. 
--back into the store . I 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q All right . Now, at some point time, did you ·1 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
iden--use some form of identification to identify the female 
individual that you are talking about during this testimony? 
A Yes . 
Q 
A 
Q 
And did--what did you use to identify her? 
I believe .it was her I.D. 
All right. The individual that you identified that 
day, is she in the courtroom? 
A Yes . 
And could you please point her out by describing an 
article of clothing? 
A She ' s wearing a gray sweater , right there, brown 
hair. 
Q And is that the individual that you identified as 
22 Kristina Zemaitiene ? 
23 
24 
25 
A Yes . 
THE COURT: The record will reflect identification . 
MR. JOHNSON : Thank you, your Honor . 
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I have no further questions. 
THE COURT : Ms. Zemaitiene, it's your opportunity to 
3 cross-examine the witness. 
4 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
5 BY MS. ZEMAITIENE: 
6 Q So I would like you to describe--so you didn't 
7 witness the shoplifter--
8 
9 
10 
11 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I didn't, no. 
--committing crime? 
I didn't. No. 
So how did you--so in the police report, you tell 
12 that Officer Knighton came to you and may I ask you what he 
13 asked--what he told you? 
14 
15 
A 
Q 
He said that the male had just switched price tags. 
Do you remember Mr. Knighton telling you I--I will 
16 cite Mr. Knighton's police record, sorry, it--I will cite--I 
17 will cite your police record. In--in the police report, you 
18 tell that Officer Knighton--I was notified by Officer Knighton 
19 that he had witnessed a male changing the price tag on an 
20 item. He attempted to stop the male and the male refused to 
21 
22 
23 
24 
stop and was walking to his car in the parking lot. 
A 
Q 
Do you remember this? 
Yes. 
Good. So you--so you--you assumed that the 
25 shoplifter really didn't stop when the Knighton--
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I--
- -asked him to stop and that's why you decided to go 
3 after him, after the shoplifter; right? 
4 
5 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
So when you confronted the shoplifter, Mr. 
I 
i 
I 
6 Castagnoli, he wasn't identified, Mr. Castagnoli, so you--what j 
7 
8 
9 
did you tell him? 
I 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
19 get away. 
Q 
At which point? 
When you confronted him in the parking lot. 
That I was a police officer. 
So you indicated that--
Yes. 
--you were a police officer? 
Yes. 
And what you- - what you ask him to do? 
To come back into the store. 
And what he did? 
He said no, he didn't do anything wrong and tried to 
And then what you--what did--what did you say? Or 20 
21 
22 
you--what did you do or say at--
A At some point, I said, you are under arrest for 
23 retail theft. 
24 Q And what did Castagnoli do when you--when you 
25 said--
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He tried to shut the door and that's when we started 
3 And at that point, what did Officer Knighton was 
4 doing? 
5 
6 
A 
Q 
He was trying to help me get custody. 
And so you--you said in the police report that I 
7 came and grabbed your hand. 
8 
9 
A 
Q 
Yes, you did. 
Do you remember writing your police report and say 
10 grab also Officer Knighton? 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
18 report. 
19 
In my police report? 
Yes. 
I don't know. I'd have to read my police report. 
May I read the police report to you? 
MR. JOHNSON: I would object--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Do you remember--
MR. JOHNSON: --to the defendant reading the police 
THE COURT: I think--ma'am, you can't read the 
20 police report, but I--it appears the officer has--
21 
22 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yeah. 
THE COURT: --the report in front of her, she can 
23 refresh her recollection. 
24 
25 Q 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yeah. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) So please read and refresh 
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1 your recollection. 
2 
3 
4 
5 desk? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A 
Q 
Q 
I said grab at Officer Knighton. I didn't say grab. 
You said--I'm so sorry. 
MS'. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, may I return to my 
THE COURT: Yes, you--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I (inaudible) 
THE COURT: --you can. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: --wrong police report. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) And so this report, you, Ms. 
11 Lovendahl, show that the female continued to grab me and grab 
12 at Officer Knighton. 
13 A 
14 grabbed. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
you 
Q 
A 
were 
Q 
A 
to move 
Q 
Yes. Grab at Officer Knighton. I never said you 
So--so I touch Officer Knighton? 
I don't know if you did. I said grabbed at because 
right there, grabbing. 
So if I grabbed, I touched him? 
I--
MR. JOHNSON: Object. Asked and answered. 
MS. ZEMAITI ENE: Yeah. 
THE COURT: I'll sustain that, which means you need 
on to a different question. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) So may I ask you why are you 
I 
,r 
Ir 
II 
,, 
25 not telling right now that you--that I attempted to grab Mr.-- ; 
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1 Officer Knighton? Why you are telling that I grabbed you? 
2 
3 
A 
Q 
You did grab me. You grabbed my arm. 
Yeah, but why you omitted this- - this--this statement 
4 that !--even if I, as you said !--you don't know if I touched 
5 Officer Knighton, I attempted to grab him? 
6 MR. JOHNSON: Objection, Judge. It ' s a 
7 mischaracterization of her testimony and it's now--
8 
9 
10 
11 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: It's not a mischaracterization--
MR. JOHNSON: --it's becoming argumentative. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: --it said and--it's-- . 
THE COURT: Ma'am, I'm going to sustain the 
12 objection. The witness has testified that she doesn't know 
13 whether you touched Officer Knighton, that you grabbed at 
14 Officer Knighton. 
15 So that is the testimony that's on the record and 
16 I'd ask that you move on. 
17 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So what did you do when I 
18 grabbed you? 
19 A I pushed you away and then tried to get my handcuffs 
20 back from the male who had my handcuffs at that point. 
21 
22 
Q 
A 
23 and yell. 
24 
25 
Q 
A 
So you pushed me away and what did I do then? 
You backed up a little bit and continued to scream 
Did you remember telling me to back up? 
Yup. Several times while I yelled "police officer" 
- ···"'""· 
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1 at you . 
2 Q You--you hear me talk; right? And you hear me tal k 
3 and- -and may I ask you , in broken English . Did you assume 
4 that I was not native American when you hear me ? I just want 
5 you-- to know your impression of me at that time . 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
10 right? 
11 
12 
A 
Q 
No . I didn ' t think you were a native American. 
Did you--
I don ' t understand the question . 
At that point , you hear me talk in broken English; 
Yes . 
Didn ' t you--didn ' t you think that because I was 
13 talking broken English that I couldn ' t understand your order 
14 to back up? 
15 A You were yelling just fine . I figured you could 
16 understand . 
17 Q So you pushed me from yourself and what did- -I--I 
18 do? I grabbed you again? 
19 
20 
21 
22 back . 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
You didn ' t grab me again after that, no . 
After what? 
After I was wrestling to try and get my handcuffs 
So how- - how many times did I grab you? 
Just once that I remember . 
Just one time? 
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Uh-huh (affirmative). 
So you pushed me back and I didn't grab you anymore? 
No. You just kept getting up in my face, screaming. 
It just one--one time, I grabbed you and you 
5 pushed me--
6 
7 
8 
9 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Asked and answered. 
THE COURT: I'll allow it. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I ' m sorry. I don ' t understand. 
THE COURT : I'll allow you to ask the question this 
10 time, ma'am, but you do need to--you can ask it one more time 
11 but then you need to move on. 
12 
13 Q 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: Sorry. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) So I approached you, grabbed 
14 you, you said me to back up, I didn ' t back up so you just 
15 pushed me from yourself and that's it? I just--then I stood 
16 and--and screamed and yelled at you; right? 
17 
18 
19 
A 
Q 
Yes. After that, yes. 
This was one contact with you? 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Asked and answered. 
20 That's the fourth time, Judge. 
THE COURT: I'm going to allow it . 21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
THE WITNESS: 
a last contact. 
One time you grabbed me. That was not :: 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Judge, I don't understand. 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) When I first time appeared on 
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1 the scene, 
2 right? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I yelled stop beating this person and grabbed you; 
Yes . 
And you said back up? 
Yes . 
And I didn't back up and then you pushed me back? 
Yes . 
And I didn't - - then I d i dn't grab you anymore? 
Right . 
So only one grab? 
One grab, yes . 
Thank you. 
13 After that , did you notice that- - so you--you are 
14 telling that Mr . Castagnoli, the shoplifter, escaped, because 
15 of my interference? 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
Yes . Yes, he did. 
So do you remember what Mr. Knighton was doing at 
18 that time when I grabbed you? 
19 
20 
A 
Q 
No . I was busy fighting for my handcuffs 
So have you ever thought that you were two people 
21 and how come you couldn ' t apprehend one person , Castagnoli--
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes . Because you interfered . 
- - even if I- - sorry . 
Sorry . 
THE COURT: You- - you need--you can't speak over each 
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1 other, so you asked her a question, you need to let her answer 
2 it before you ask another. 
3 THE WITNESS: Yes. The reason we couldn't take him 
4 into custody is 'cause you jumped in the middle of it and we 
5 had two people we were now fighting with. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) May I ask you, what do you mean 
that I jumped in the middle of the--
A You--
Q --the fight? 
A --you jumped in the middle of the fight and grabbed 
my hand as I was trying to handcuff somebody. 
Q Okay . So where you were standing, let's--please 
13 describe the scene , where you were standing, where was 
14 
15 
16 
standing Mr .--Officer Knighton , how come I jumped between--
just please describe position. 
A So I was fighting with the male, I had his hands 
17 like this in front of him, trying to put my handcuffs on top 
18 of him, when you grabbed me and I lost control and he grabbed 
19 my handcuffs . 
20 And that's when I pushed you back and held onto the 
21 other set of handcuffs so that he couldn't harm anybody with 
22 those handcuffs. 
23 Officer Knight was behind him. 
24 
25 
Q 
A 
Behind--behind the--Mr. Castagnoli? 
Yes. 
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So you didn ' t notice that somehow Mr . --Officer 
2 Knighton releases that--that - -that - -that Castagnoli actually 
3 didn ' t escape , that you guys let him go? 
4 A After we had to deal with you , yes , we had to let 
5 him go , 'cause there ' s- -
6 Q To understand, you- - I was grabbing you but what 
7 was doing Officer Knighton at that time , why he let Castagnoli 
8 go? He--he is the male , he- - he--he was grabbing at, he was 
9 fighting with the Castagnoli , what Officer Knighton did at 
10 that time , when you were allegedly dealing with me? 
11 MR . JOHNSON : Your Honor, I ' m going to object on 
12 relevance . I ' ve given some leeway because I asked for some 
13 preliminary questions to get us to her but there is a point 
14 where what ' s going on with him is not relevant as to whether 
15 or not she interfered. Now she ' s going to officer belief and 
16 discretion as to whether or not one person can apprehend a 
i 
: 
I 
I 
I 
17 shoplifter versus two people and all that . It ' s not relevant I 
18 to the case at bar . 
19 
20 
21 
THE COURT : And I do think the witness has also 
already answered that she wasn't paying attention to what 
Officer Knighton was doing , as she was focused on you , ma'am . 
22 So I ' m going to sustain the objection and I ' m going to ask you 
23 to move on . 
24 And- - and indicate , I - -I ' m giving you some leeway, 
25 too, I ' ll indicate that , but part of what you need to do is 
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1 keep your questioning of this witness within the scope of the 
2 questioning on direct , meaning that your questions go to what 
3 she ' s testified to already . Does that make sense? 
4 MS. ZEMAITIENE: Not much , your Honor , but--
5 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So when I grabbed you once, you 
6 pushed me and I ceased- -! stopped interfering what I was 
7 feeling and Castagnoli escaped and he grabbed his dog; right? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes . 
Don't you remember lifting the dog , yourself? 
I never--
MR . JOHNSON : Objection . Relevance . 
THE COURT : Yeah . Sustained. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) After Mr . Castagnoli escaped 
and jumped into his car and drove away , what did you do with 
me , what you said to me? 
A You continued to stand there and scream and yell and 
17 kept coming at me. I put my badge up to your face and said, 
18 " Police officer , back up, " and I pushed you back. 
Q 
A 
And I kept screaming? 
Kept screaming, yup- -
And what did you do--
--followed me into the store . 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
- - then? You went back to the store? 
Yup. Walked back to the store. 
Do--do you--
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THE COURT: Again, I ' m going to- - I ' m going to 
2 caution you , Ms . Zemaitiene, you need to let her finish - -
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Oh , sorry--
THE COURT: --speaking before you ask the next 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
' question . 
Okay . Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS : Yes. I walked back to the store with 
8 you following me , screaming . 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
that 
Q 
I 
A 
Q 
(By Ms . Zernaitiene) Did you remember telling me 
interfered with an arrest? 
Yes , I do . 
May I ask you why didn ' t you arrest me on the spot? 
MR . JOHNSON : Objection, Judge . Officer discretion 
14 is not an appropriate subject matter for cross-examination . 
15 
16 
THE COURT : I ' m going to allow her to answer. 
THE WITNESS : Because I didn ' t want you to lose your 
17 job at the D. I . That ' s why . 
I 
i 
I 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q (By Ms . Zernaitiene) Did this Officer Knighton went I 
together with you back into the store? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes . 
So I was following you and screaming--
Uh - huh (affirmative) . 
- - at you? Or both of you? Who--whom I was--
Both . 
--following? 
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3 So and then could you please describe what had 
4 happened in the store? 
5 
6 direct. 
7 
8 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Outside the scope of 
THE COURT: Sustained . 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: It's--may I ask you to list your--
9 you sustained objection, may--may I ask you--
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 evidence . 
17 
18 
THE COURT: It--it ' s beyond the scope--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: --it's important--
THE COURT: --it's beyond the scope--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: --your Honor--
THE COURT: --of what was asked and--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: It's important circumstantial 
THE COURT: Of what, ma'am? 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: That maybe Officer Lovendahl 
19 doesn't tell truth about my interference because if I did 
20 interfere, she would have arrested me on the spot and escorted 
21 me to the store. 
22 
23 
THE COURT : Ma'am, I'm not--I'm not going to allow 
you to get into that line of questioning. You've already 
24 asked her why she didn't arrest you, I allowed her to answer 
25 that question. She has answered it, so I don't find the area 
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that you're getting into to be relevant to whether or not you 
committed interfering, in the parking lot, which is what's 
been charged. 
So I am sustaining the objection. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yes. May I ask you--may I ask 
Mrs. Lovendahl then, if she didn't want me to lose the job and 
she didn't arrest me on the spot, why she did arrest me in the 
store. 
MR. JOHNSON : I'm going to object to its relevance . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Why--why--why--why this happen, 
why? What--
Ma'am--
THE COURT: I ' m going to sustain--
MS . ZEMAITIENE: --motivated her--
THE COURT: --I'm going to sustain that as well. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I don't understand, I--I cannot 
question--do the questioning when I don't have this answer. 
It's important , it's about my- - my arrest, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Ma'am, I understand that you may feel 
that it's important, but the - -what I'm finding is that it's 
not re levant t o my determination of whe ther or not you 
committed interference, when and whether the officer took you 
into custody and arrested you . 
You ' ve been charged with interfering, so you can 
certainly ask her questions regarding the facts of that 
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1 interfering, but the point at which she decided to arrest you 
2 or whether she took you into custody at all is not relevant to 
3 a determination of whether you committed interfering . 
4 It ' s a discretionary offense , it ' s not an offense an 
5 officer has to ever arrest you for . So--
6 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Your Honor , it ' s important because 
7 it - -it ' s my--my--I would like to present my alternative 
8 explanation for my charge. 
9 
10 
11 
THE COURT : Ma ' am- -
MS . ZEMAITIENE : It ' s important . 
THE COURT : --you ' ve ex--you have , prior to today ' s 
12 hearing, through motion hearing , ex- -expressed and filed the 
13 motions indicating your alternative theory of the charge , 
14 which has been ruled upon by this Court, so at this point, 
15 what we're doing is a trial on the relevant facts to whether 
16 or not the offense was committed . 
17 So she's testified regarding that offense and I ' m 
18 certainly allowing you to ask her questions about the offense 
19 but I ' ve sustained the objection . 
20 So if you have another question , you can answer (?) 
21 it and if it ' s not objectionable , then she can answer but I ' ve 
22 ruled and I ' m not going to explore that further with you . The 
23 
24 
Court has ruled, so if you have another question, you can ask 
it and we'll evaluate the questions as they come, but I have 
25 ruled it ' s not relevant when she arrested and whether--or 
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whether she arrested at--or took you into custody essentially, 
I--is not relevant. So I ' ve sustained that objection . 
If you have another question , you can answer it--or 
ask it . Excuse me . 
MS. ZEMAITIENE : I--your Honor, I don ' t know how I 
can present adequate defense if I cannot ask Mr .--Mrs. 
Lovendahl about what happened at the store when I was 
arrested. I -- I don ' t -- I do not understand because what I am 
doing , the cross - examination is to impeach- -impeach a witness . 
I cannot impeach her without asking questions what happened 
when I was arrested . It ' s important . 
THE COURT : Mr . Johnson, I don ' t- -
MR . JOHNSON : Judge , she still has to follow the 
scope of the direct examination and the scope of the direct 
examination was tactically very narrow. There--there- -her 
desire to impe ach is independent of the rule of cross -
examination being among- - following the rules of--of--
THE COURT : Ma ' am--
MR . JOHNSON : --outside the scope . 
THE COURT : --you can present evidence when it ' s 
your turn to present your case and you can choose to do that 
how you wish , including testifying yourself, if you choose to 
do that ; but the questions that you're asking now are beyond 
the scope . I ' ve sustained the objection . 
If you have any more questions to ask following up 
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1 on what this witness testified to on direct, then you may do 
2 that now, but otherwise, you need to move on. 
3 
4 Q 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Just--I 'm so sorry, I just--
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) May I, Ms. Lovendahl , ask you 
5 about this--again about grabbing just to clarify. 
6 Do you remember, Ms. Lovendahl, did you--during this 
7 altercation when I came to the scene, the night of this scene 
8 and grabbed you, do you remember telling me that you were 
9 police officer? 
10 
11 
12 
A 
A 
Yes. Several times. 
Do you remember, did you show me a badge or--
The badge was hanging around my neck and at some 
13 point after the fight, yes, I showed you my badge. You told 
14 me you didn't believe that I was a police officer. 
15 Q But you didn't--you didn ' t show your badge during 
16 the altercation when I arrived at the scene and grabbed you . 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
I was fighting with somebody. No. 
So, where was your badge? 
Hanging--
You were in plain clothes. 
Hanging around my neck. 
Beneath your clothes? 
No. 
Do you remember Officer Knighton wore his badge? 
I don't remember where his badge was. 
-- --- ~--
- --
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Was he wearing--wearing that day badge? I don't 
I don't know. 
Was it hidden? 
I don't remember. 
Do you remember telling me that you were arresting--
7 you were conducting an arrest at some point? 
8 A I don't remember that, but I had my handcuffs out, 
9 trying to put them on somebody. 
10 Q But you don't remember telling me that you were 
11 arresting shoplifter? 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A I don't remember that, no. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: No more questions, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
Any redirect? 
MR. JOHNSON: No, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Officer. You may step down. 
MR. JOHNSON: Your Honor, I designate Officer 
19 Lovendahl as the primary officer in this matter and ask that 
20 she be allowed to remain in the courtroom. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
THE COURT: Certainly. 
Do you have further witnesses? 
MR. JOHNSON: City rests. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, I would like to examine 
25 Officer Knighton . 
I 
'I 
I 
1 
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THE COURT: Is Officer Knighton present? 
MR. JOHNSON: Yes, Judge. 
THE COURT: You can call him as a witness if he's 
So the City has rested. It is your opportunity to 
6 present evidence to the Court, ma'am. 
7 MS. ZEMAITIENE: Also I don't understand, your 
8 Honor, so I cannot examine Officer Knighton? 
9 THE COURT : No. I indicated he 's present subject to 
10 subpoena. I will allow you to call him as a witness, so you 
11 may call him as a witness, he's coming into the courtroom to 
12 be sworn right now . 
13 Officer Knighton, if you ' ll come forward and be 
14 sworn . 
15 
16 
I'm just indicating that you are presenting his 
testimony, so you're calling him as the witness. 
17 If you'll come forward and be sworn , thank you. 
18 JOEL J. KNIGHTON, 
19 called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant in this 
20 matter, after having been first duly sworn, assumed the 
21 witness stand and was examined and testified as follows: 
22 THE COURT: If you ' ll take a seat on the stand. 
23 And if I can get you to state your full name and 
24 spell your last name for the record . 
25 THE WITNESS: Joel J. Knighton, my last name is 
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K-n-i-g-h-t-o-n. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
You may proceed, Ms . Zemaitiene. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. ZEMAITIENE: 
Q Mr. Knighton, why you decided to stop Mr. 
Castagnoli, that day, on December 27th, 2017 (sic)? 
A We suspected he had price switched. 
Q Did you see him switch the price tag? 
Page 41 
A He had a trailer hitch that was $10 and then he went 
in the back area of the store, he was messing around with some 
other items and then he later sat it down and it had a $2 
sticker over the $10 sticker. 
Q I don't understand. I didn't understand him. I'm 
sorry. I'm just--he is--if he--
THE COURT: He's answered the question, ma'am. So 
if you don't understand, you can ask him an additional 
question for clarification. 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) Did you see Mr. Castagnoli 
physically--did you see changing price tag? 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection, your Honor. Relevance. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
11 
I 
THE COURT: I'm going to give her a little latitude 1 
and allow it. 
You may answer the question. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. He had a trailer hitch that was 
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1 $10. He went back and started messing around with some other 
2 items, he picked up one item that had a white sticker, which 
3 is typically what we price things with. He sat that item 
4 down, he left that area. I picked up that item, the sticker 
5 was missing. 
6 Then he went up, he went back out in the main part 
7 of the store, he sat the hitch down. I went and looked at it, 
8 there was a $2 sticker placed over the $10 sticker. 
9 
10 
Q (By Ms. Zemait i ene) Did--Officer Knighton left this 
item with changed price tags and exited without--the store 
11 without this item? 
12 MR. JOHNSON: Again, Judge, I know you said leeway, 
13 I'm going to object again for the record. Relevance. 
14 
15 
THE COURT: I'll allow him to answer. Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: He didn't have the authority to change 
16 the price or cover up the price. You would have to get a 
17 store employee to do that for you. 
18 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) Mr. Knighton, I asked you if 
I 
!I 
19 you see--if you saw Mr.--if you saw Offi--Mr. Castagnoli take · 
20 this item with him and leave the store without paying for the 
21 
22 
item? 
A No. He sat the item down, but the price--it was 
.: 
: 
' 
23 price switched, it was covered--the old price was covered up. i1 
1 
24 Q So what happened next when you saw him leaving the--
25 A I went outside and asked him to--that I wanted--I 
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told him I needed to talk to him about the hitch. He said he ' 
wanted a manager, I went and got a manager . He then said 
something , that he'd picked up the hitch and it was already--
that he - -he ' d taken it out of the cart and it was already $2. 
And he refused to come back in the store and discuss it with 
me any further . 
Q Did you- -did you introduce yourself as a police 
officer? 
A Yeah . I showed a badge and just said I needed to 
talk to him about the hitch . 
Q In your police report , you- -you have your police 
report with you or if you need to refresh, I--I could give you 
a copy . 
A I have my police report. 
Q Do you--you didn't say in your police report that 
you showed your badge or you introduced yourself as a police 
officer to Castagnoli . 
A I might--I can ' t remember if I said I was a police 
officer or not . I believe I showed him my badge . 
Q So when you wrote this officer incident-- this police 
report , you didn ' t remember if you told Castagnoli that you 
were a police officer , but you- -now you remember that--
A 
Q 
I am not a hundred percent sure on that. 
So Mr . Castagnoli refused to go to--into the store . 
What has happened next? 
'i 
11 
i 
I 
.I 
.r 
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I came back in the store, I spoke with Officer 
2 Denise Ike and explained the situation to her . We went back 
3 outside and saw the suspect further down the sidewalk. We 
4 walked towards him and he made his way over to a van. 
5 
6 
Q Do you remember, or I think in your police report, 
that you--telling Mr . Castagnoli not to go back into the 
7 store, so this is that you released him--
8 MR. JOHNSON : Your Honor, I ' m going to object. It 's 
9 improper refreshing of--
10 MS. ZEMAITIENE: It ' s in his--it 's in his police 
11 report . 
12 MR. JOHNSON: I ' m going to object . It's improper 
13 refreshing of recollection. 
14 
15 
THE COURT: Ma'am, you can--you can ' t ask the 
question in that way . You need to ask a question for the 
16 information that you want and allow the witness to answer. 
17 So I ' m going to sustain the objection but I also am 
18 going to ask you to move on for--I think I ' ve given you some 
19 leeway regarding the testimony regarding Mr. Castag--I can't 
20 recall his name, but the alleged shoplifter; but the relevance 
21 is fairly limited and I'm--I am going to ask you to move on to 
22 
23 
24 
25 
more relevant subjects, particularly incidents involving 
yourself. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I--it's important. 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) I want to know if you--if you 
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1 released Castagnoli when he - -before--before going back into 
2 the store and talk to Officer Lovendahl, if you allowed 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Castagnoli to leave . 
him 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
and 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
I 
Yes . Well , I walked away from him . 
Excuse me? What? 
I walked away from him. 
You walked away from him? 
Yeah . I walked away from him, I quit talking 
walked away and went back in the store . 
So you basically--you released him? You--
I- -
--did you--
- -he was never under arrest . 
It was--it was- -
with 
I stopped him, I stopped him and talked to him . 
Yeah . But --
Okay . 
--then you--before you walked away from him, did you 
19 tell something to Castagnoli? At that point , before going 
20 back into the store and leaving Castagnoli in the - -in the 
21 parking lot, you should have something--of course, you saw 
22 him- -
23 A Yeah , I - -I told him not to come back in the store. 
24 Is that what you're asking me? 
25 Q Yes . 
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Okay. Yes. 
So what did you mean by that? What did you--what 
3 does it mean, what--so you--you basically, you released him? 
4 MR. JOHNSON: I'm going to object, improper form of 
5 question, multiple questions and also relevance. 
6 
7 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So when--
THE COURT: I'm going to sustain the objection. I 
8 don't find it relevant, ma'am. I'm going to ask you to move 
9 on. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So you went into the store--
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Leading. 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) --what did you tell--
THE COURT: It's a preliminary matter. I'm going to 
overrule the objection as to that. 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) What did you tell--
MR. JOHNSON: Then I'm going to object to relevance 
and it's been asked and answered, Judge. 
THE COURT: Well, she hasn't asked the question yet, 
so let's--all she said is so you went back into the store and 
20 then; that's all that's out. 
21 Ask the question, ma'am. 
22 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) What did you tell Ms.--Ms. 
23 Lovendahl when you found her in the park--in the store? 
24 
25 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Relevance. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
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I don ' t find it relevant , ma ' am . You need to move 
3 ! -- I ' ll indicate to you that I ' ve given you--
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Ms .--Judge , I don ' t -- ! don ' t--
THE COURT: Ma'am, you need to listen to me first - -
MS . ZEMAITIENE: --have comp lete information--! 
don't- - ! don ' t know how- -
THE COURT : You need to listen to me--
MS . ZEMAITIENE : - -how to defend myself--
THE COURT : --you need--
MS . ZEMAITIENE : We ' ll just - -
THE COURT: You need to listen to me for a second 
13 and you need to not a r gue with me . 
14 
15 
16 
17 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : I ' m sorry. I ' m- -
THE COURT : I ' m making the rulings--
MS . ZEMAITIENE : --just--sorry . 
THE COURT : You need to listen to me. I'm making 
18 the rulings and you need to abide by them. If you don ' t agree 
19 with them, this is not the Court to take it up with. 
20 I will indicate to you that I ' ve given you some 
21 leeway to get into this issue; however , the incidents that 
22 happened with the officers and Mr . Castagnoli prior to you 
23 being present at the scene, I ' m finding are not relevant to 
24 whether or not you committed the offense of interfering . 
25 So I am now sustaining the City's objection to any 
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1 further questioning regarding those issues and I'm asking you 
2 to limit your questioning to incidents that involved you. 
3 MS. ZEMAITIENE: I once again request the Court to 
4 give me an interpreter. I cannot proceed without an 
5 interpreter . I don ' t understand what he's telling and I 
6 (inaudible) sometimes don't understand what you--your Honor is 
7 telling me. 
8 
9 
THE COURT: Ma'am, we dealt--we--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: It ' s not fair- -
10 1, THE COURT : --we've dealt with the interpreter 
11 issue. 
12 
13 
I did 
MS. 
THE 
provide an 
ZEMAITIENE: 
COURT: You 
interpreter , you chose not to--
You provide--
need to stop arguing with me. I 'm 
14 ruling on the motion that you're making. I ' m indicating to 
15 you that I'm not providing an interpreter . The--there ' s not 
16 an issue, as I see it, with you being able to understand the 
17 answers that are being given and react and ask the next 
18 question. The fact that I'm not allowing you to get into that 
19 line of questioning is not an issue that is relevant to the 
20 issue of an interpreter . 
21 Further, I do find that you ' ve chosen to go forward 
22 without the interpreter provided to you by the Court and that 
23 your English is very good, that you're understanding and 
24 responding and asking relevant questions . We're not re-
25 visiting the issue of the interpreter. 
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What I ' m finding is that the determination that I 
have to make is whether you committed the offense of 
3 interfering, in your interactions with Officer Knighton and 
4 
5 
Officer Lovendahl. What happened prior to you being present 
with the officers in the parking lot of the D. I . is not 
6 relevant to me making a determination of whether you committed 
7 the offense of interfering. I understand that you disagree 
8 
9 
with that point and think that it ' s relevant , but I have made 
a legal ruling . 
10 If you have questions for this witness about 
11 incidents that occurred when you were present in the parking 
lot of the D. I . , then you can certainly ask those questions. 
We are going to finish this bench trial today . I have ruled 
12 
13 
14 
15 
on the issue of an interpreter , I'm not re-visiting it . 
So if you have questions for the witness that are 
16 relevant , now is the time for you to ask them . 
17 Q (By Ms . Zemaitiene) Could you please describe when 
18 you confronted Mr. Castagnoli , what did you do , what did you 
19 say to him? At the parking lot , when you went with Mrs . 
20 Lovendahl? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
MR . JOHNSON : Objection. Relevance . 
THE COURT : Sustained. 
Ma ' am, this is also - -this is the same question that 
I've ruled you cannot answer (?) . If you want to ask 
25 questions about what happened when you were present , then I 
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1 find that relevant and you may ask those questions, but what 
2 happened prior to you being there, I have ruled is not 
3 relevant. 
4 MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, my charge involves 
5 lawfulness of an arrest. It's an element of the charge 
6 prosecutor needs to prove--
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
THE COURT: Ma'am, this is not a time for you to 
present argument to the Court. This is the time for you to 
ask questions of this witness. 
I have made a ruling that it is not relevant to my 
determination what happened prior and it probably goes to our 
12 differing understandings of what the City needs to prove. You 
13 can certainly make whatever arguments you wish at a later time 
14 
15 
16 
but for now, you may ask questions of this witness about what 
happened once you were present. 
I have ruled repeatedly that what happened prior to 
17 you being present is not relevant to my determination. 
18 So if you have a question for this witness regarding 
19 what he was able to perceive and witness after you were 
20 present, ask it ; if not, I'm going to allow the City to cross-
21 examine. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So when you confronted Mr. 
Castagnoli, who indicated that you were a police officer? 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Relevance. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I'm sorry. 
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THE COURT: Ma'am, you need to limit the questions--
MS . ZEMAITIENE: --I'm sorry . 
THE COURT: - - to once you were there . Okay? 
4 The- - the issue before the Court is not whether these 
5 police officers told Mr . Castagnoli they were police officers , 
6 the issue is what they did and told to you when you were 
7 present . Those are questions that you can ask . 
8 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Your Honor--your Honor, once again , 
9 I want to repeat that element of my crime is lawfulness of an 
10 arrest . I am not--
11 THE COURT: It is not--and-- and let me make it very 
12 clear because I ' ve made it clear, I believe, in my prior 
13 rulings regarding the legal argument that you ' re making, but 
14 it is not up to you to decide or this Court to decide whether- f 
15 -the fact that they were--that--the only issue is whether the 
16 officers were detaining or questioning someone to seek an 
17 arrest, not whether their arrest of Mr . Castagnoli was--was 
18 legitimate or not. That is the only thing that the City needs 
19 to prove . 
20 So I think that there is plenty of testimony to show 
21 that they were questioning and arresting Mr . Costagnogy--noli . I 
22 
23 
Whether they announced themselves as police officers prior to 
you being there , I have made the determination that's not 
24 relevant. 
25 So I understand you disagree with it , but you need 
,__ ____________ -. __:------=-- ----~-=-·- -=-~= ........ = ===---------!' 
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1 to move on . If you have a question for this witness about 
2 what happened once you were present, ask it; if not, then I'm 
3 going to ask you to sit down and we'll do cross-examination , 
4 but we ' re not going to do this over and over . 
5 So if you have a question about what was said to you 
6 or what happened while you were present, ask it . 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) What did you do when--what was 
you doing when I came, appeared on the scene and asked you to 
stop beating Mr. Castagnoli? 
A 
Q 
A 
What were we doing? 
Yes. What you were doing--
We were attempt - -yeah, we were attempting to take 
13 him into custody. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Were you handcuffing him? 
We were trying to do that . 
Did you have handcuffs at that moment? 
I believe Officer Ike had handcuffs . 
Do you have your badge visible on you somewhere? 
What? 
Did you have your police badge somewhere visible? 
No . Not at that time . 
At that - -did you wear your badge that day at work? 
I believe it was in my pocket at that time. 
So did you tell me something when I asked you at--
25 at the scene? 
I 
I 
' 
,I 
I_< 
.___,-,--""'.'.""'.",-,---------,-,------------:=---~ ==--- -::--~===~ " 
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I don ' t recall. 
Do you recall what did I say, how--could you 
3 describe my demeanor? What I was doing as I came--run out of 
4 there? How many times--oh, sorry. So please describe what--
5 what--what you noticed about me, what - -what I was doing . 
6 A It looked like you--well, Officer Ike was in between 
7 you and I, but it looked like you were trying to pull her away 
8 so that she couldn't help assist with taking the suspect into 
9 custody. 
10 
11 
Q So would you please more concretely describe your 
position? Where you were standing, where Mrs . --Ms. Lovendahl 
12 standing, where was--
13 A I was on the right side, the suspect was on my left 
14 side , Officer Ike was on his left side and then you approached 
15 her from her left side . 
16 Do you remember Ms . Lovendahl telling me something? 
17 Did you--did you tell me that you are police officer? Did 
18 you--did you tell me anything at that moment? 
19 
20 
MR . JOHNSON : Judge , I ' m going to object. Multiple 
questions asked at one time . Could you just ask her to ask 
21 one question at a time? 
22 THE COURT : Yes. Ma ' am, you are kind of asking 
23 three questions at once. 
24 
25 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: Sorry , your Honor . 
THE COURT: So let ' s take them one at a time . 
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(By Ms. Zemaitiene) Did you tell me something at 
2 that moment? 
3 
4 
A 
Q 
I don ' t recall . 
Did you recall what Ms . Lovendahl was telling, if- -
5 if she was t el ling me anything at that moment? 
6 A I was busy with the suspect so I can't really say 
7 what she said to you. I'm not a hundred p e rcent sure what s he 
8 said to you . 
9 Was I screaming, yelling? 
10 
11 
12 
A 
Q 
A 
Yeah . You seemed pretty irate. 
Did you see me grab Ms. Lovendahl? 
Like I said, she was in between you and I so I 
13 couldn ' t see everything so I ' m not sure , you know, you grabbed 
14 her , you were--you looked like you were being aggressive 
15 towards her . That ' s what I remember . 
16 Q What do you mean? Please describe aggressive . 
17 What--if you--if you describe this as aggressive , what--what 
18 did I do? 
19 A Well , I 'm a ssuming you were g rabbing at her to try 
20 t o get her to release on the suspect , but like I said, her--
21 her body was blocking my entire--my--most of my view of what 
22 was going on between you and her. 
23 Q Do you remember--so can you recall how many times I 
24 grabbed--
25 A I ' m not sure . 
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In your previous testimony at the Justice Court 
trial , you told that--
MR . JOHNSON : Judge , I ' m going to object. That ' s a 
de novo proceeding and she's improperly using extrinsic 
evidence . 
THE COURT : Well , she hasn ' t asked the question yet 
so I ' m not certain what--
MR . JOHNSON : Well , what she ' s doing is, she ' s going 
to start saying something from a Justice Court proceeding in 
order to ask the question . I ' m saying that ' s an improper use 
of extrinsic evidence . If she ' s using to impeach i t , it ' s 
improper impeachment . If she ' s using it to refresh a 
recollection , it ' s improper refreshing of a recollection . If 
she's just using it to get it in , it ' s imprope r because it ' s 
improper extrinsic evidence . It ' s a de novo proceeding, so- -
THE COURT : It ' s a de novo proceeding , but- -
MR . JOHNSON : --when there are no--
J 
j 
j 
j 
-, 
THE COURT : - -if he ' s offered sworn testimony that - -
that is contrary to the testimony he ' s offering today , then I 
think it can be used for impeachment whether this is a de novo ~: 
proceeding or not . 
MR . JOHNSON : Ab- -
THE COURT : So she--
MR . JOHNSON : --absolutely, but then it's improper 
impeachment if she tries to say it before she gets anything 
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1 out . 
2 THE COURT: Well , and when she hasn ' t asked the 
3 question, I don ' t know if she's trying to impeach the last 
4 thing that he said, so let's let her ask the question and then 
5 you--
6 
7 
8 warranted. 
9 
10 
MR. JOHNSON: Okay . 
THE COURT: --can make the objection if it ' s 
MR. JOHNSON: Yes , ma'am. 
THE COURT : Now that we ' ve probably all forgotten 
11 what the last question was. 
12 Ms. Zemaitiene, ask your question . 
13 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) How--how many times did I grab 
14 Ms. Lovendahl? 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A I am not sure . Like I said , I didn ' t--! couldn't 
see your hands the entire time. 
Q 
A 
So you are not sure that I grabbed at all? 
It looke d like you were trying to interfere with, 
19 you know, with her. Why--you know, why else would you 
2 0 approach her and--
21 Q At the last trial, you told that--that I grabbed two 
22 or one-- one or two times Ms. Lovendahl; do you remember? 
23 A I may have said that 'cause it seemed like you just 
24 kept coming at her so . . . 
25 Q Did I touch you? 
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No , ' cause she was in between you and I. 
When- -did you--did you allow Castagnoli - -did you 
release your grip off Castagnoli? Did you let go of 
Castagnoli at some point? 
A Yes . That's how he got away. 
Q 
A 
Why did you--why did you let him go? 
Because my partner was dealing with you, so her 
safety's just as important or more important than keeping him 
there. 
Q So then you released--released Mr . Castagnoli to 
defend your colleague from me? Why did you- -why did you need 
to re--to release Castagnoli? Ms .--
A Okay . Both of us were trying to take him into 
! 
I 
i 
. I 
I 
' 
I 
14 custody. You started bothering her so that she- -her attention 
15 is drawn to you. We had no idea if you are armed or whatever , ·' 
16 so, yeah , it draws our attention to you . There ' s--there's two 
17 of you and two of us , there was two of us and one of him when I( 
18 it started and then you came and got involved . 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
So when Mr . Castagnoli went--ran to his car and 
tried to get and you--what you were doing? You were- -
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
We just walked up to his car and- -
- - you--you wasn ' t --
- -we were getting license plate--
- -you were watching--
THE COURT : I need you to not talk over each other . 
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Are you done asking the question? 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yeah. 
THE COURT: Okay. Don ' t speak--
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. 
THE COURT: --while he's--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I'm sorry. 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Relevance. 
She's asking about what happened when she first made 
9 contact with him at the car. That's before she arrived on the 
10 scene. 
11 
12 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: No, no, no. I--I asked him--
THE COURT: That's not how I understood her 
13 question. So--
14 
15 
16 Q 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: No. I asked--
THE COURT: Ask the question again, ma'am. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) I asked when you released 
17 Castagnoli because you wanted to protect Mrs.--Mrs. Lovendahl 
18 from me, so what you were doing, you were just--I was not 
19 attacking you, I was allegedly screaming at Lovendahl, so--
20 
21 
22 
MR. JOHNSON: I withdraw my object--
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) --you were just standing and--
and looking at us beginning, I don't know why you didn't go 
23 back--go after Castagnoli, try to--to arrest him. 
24 
25 
MR. JOHNSON: I withdraw my objection to--
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I don't understand. 
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MR. JOHNSON: --relevance, Judge, but this--she's 
not asking questions, she's testifying and it--the one 
3 question she did ask was leading and he's her witness. 
4 THE COURT: You can ask the witness open-ended 
5 questions regarding what he did or perceived, but that was a 
6 very long and confusing question. I am going to sustain the 
7 objection. If you'd like to refresh it, you can. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) After Casta--Castagnoli got in-
-in his car and left, what did you do then? Did--what did 
you--what did you do then? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
The three of us walked back in the store. 
What three of us? 
The three of us walked back into the store. 
Who walked in front of who? 
I--as I recall, I thought you were in front and 
16 Officer Ike and I were behind you. 
17 Q So I was in front of Officer--! was walking in front 
18 of Officer Lovendahl? 
19 
20 
A 
Q 
I think that's what--! believe that 's what happened . 
Do you remember if you--if you told--did--did--did 
21 you tell me anything before leaving--before walking back into 
22 
23 
24 
the store? 
A 
Q 
If I did, I don't recall. 
Did you recall--you don't recall telling me that I 
25 interfered with an arrest? 
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I don't remember. I kinda remember telling Officer 
Ike that you--you worked at the store. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, may I re--return to my 
4 desk, I just don't feel very well, I--
THE COURT: Are you done questioning the witness? 
j 
ii 
ii 
5 
6 MS. ZEMAITIENE: I am not done. I'm just--I need to 1 
7 just sit down just a little bit because I don't feel very 
8 well. 
9 May I just for a moment? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
THE COURT: Yes, if you need a moment. 
MR. JOHNSON: What are we doing, your Honor? 
THE COURT: She's asking for a moment. 
MR. JOHNSON: Are we on a recess or just--
THE COURT: I guess. 
How long do you need, ma'am? 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I don ' t know. I just--
THE COURT: Why don ' t we take a brief five-minute 
18 recess and then we'll resume. 
(Recess) 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
***{Ms. Zemaitiene too far away from microphone)*** 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Okay. I have an--
THE COURT: Ma'am, you 
THE BAILIFF: Hold on. 
THE COURT: 
not leave, we're 
...... ,._ ,...., - ---·- . - . . ..,_ __ ,,_ 
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1 moment, another moment, you can certainly take a moment, but--
2 
3 
4 
THE BAILIFF: Is your witness a friend, ma'am? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: No. I don ' t know him. 
THE BAILIFF : Oh, okay. I was going to say if he--
5 while we're off the record, he could come in but if it's not a 
6 friend, then--
7 THE COURT: Ma'am, if you need a few more minutes, 
8 then I ' m happy to give you that, but we need to proceed with 
9 
10 
11 
the bench trial. 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: I cannot ask questions, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Well, unfortunately you don't have a 
12 . choice, ma'am . You can rest or you can continue asking him 
13 questions but at this point--
14 MS . ZEMAITIENE: No, I cannot understand it, I 
15 cannot ask questions. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
timer. 
MR . JOHNSON: Can we go on the record, your Honor? 
THE COURT: We are on the record. 
MR. JOHNSON: Oh, we are? I just didn't see the 
Judge, if that's the case, I would ask that the 
21 Court find--
22 THE COURT: I don't--it's not on. Let's make sure 
23 we're on the record 'cause I don't see the timer on the 
24 
25 
record. 
MR. JOHNSON: It's not on. 
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COURT: Are we on? 
CLERK: I (inaudible) 
COURT: Is it recording? Can you hear it 
CLERK: (Inaudible) 
COURT: There--there are two--there are two 
7 timers, one that only the clerk can see. It does appear that 
8 we're on the record, I'm not certain why the clock isn't 
9 counting but, but we are on the record. 
10 And yes, Mr. Johnson? 
11 MR. JOHNSON: Judge, I would just ask if she no 
12 longer feels that she's going to ask questions that that be a i 
13 ruling that she's resting. 
14 THE COURT: Ms.--ma'am, we do need to continue with 
15 the bench trial and as I indicated, if i t's a question of 
16 giving you another five minutes or so to collect yourself, I 
17 can do that, but we do need to proceed today . And · so you need 
18 to either continue to ask questions or indicate to me that 
19 you're not intending to do that. 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: I want to. I cannot, your Honor . 
J 
20 
21 
22 
THE COURT: Well, ma'am, I--I just simply don't find , 
~ 
that you cannot. You're responding to me, you're--you're 
23 responding to my questions, we've conducted half of this bench 
24 trial and we need to finish it. So ma'am, at this point, if 
25 you have further questions for Officer Knighton, then we need 
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to proceed with his testimony . If you're--if you're--you 
don ' t have further questions , then we can turn it over to 
cross-examination , but I am not concluding this bench trial 
4 based on your state me n t right now. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
You need to continue the bench trial or you need to 
rest . That ' s your decision , ma ' am . 
Ma ' am, I need you to sit up and resp ond to me. 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : I cannot ask questions--
THE COURT : Well , and--
MS . ZEMAITIENE: I am not in a position to ask 
11 questions . 
THE COURT : Well , if you don ' t have any further 
questions, then I ' ll allow there to be cross - examination . Do 
you intend to go forward with your defense, ma ' am? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : I ' m not in physical position to ask 
questions and--
l 
1 
I 
1, 
1 
I , 
I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 THE COURT : Ma'am, I don ' t find that to be the case l 
18 based on my observations of you and what's tra nspired today in 
19 Court . So what I will indicate is that we're present for the 
20 bench trial , the State has rested . You are now presenting 
21 your defense . I did give you a break in the middle of your 
22 questioning of Officer Knighton . If you have further 
23 questions of him, I will ask you-- I will allow you to ask 
24 them . If you ' re indicating that you ' re not going to do that , 
25 then I ' m going to- -I ' rn going to turn the witness over for 
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1 cross-examination . 
2 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Your Honor , I cannot ask questions . 
3 I am having anxiety attack. 
4 THE COURT : Well , ma ' am, anxiety is a normal part of 
5 these court proceedings--
6 MS . ZEMAITIENE : I have anxiety disorder. I ' m so 
7 sorry , your Honor. 
8 THE COURT : Well , there ' s certainly nothing before 
9 the Court to suggest that to be the case and I think based on 
10 the repeated motions to ask to continue as well as what I've 
11 observed of your behavior today in Court , I don't find that 
12 there ' s any legal reason that would cause me to end these 
13 proceedings and continue them at a later date . 
14 So at this point , I am telling you what I ' ve 
15 indicated previously and that is that this is the time set for 
16 bench trial . If you wish to present further testimony or 
17 evidence , this is the time for you to do that . So you need to 
18 either do that or rest, although we ' re in the middle of the 
19 testimony of Officer Knighton , so Mr . Johnson , the City has an 
20 opportunity to cross-examine her--him, excuse me, if--if 
21 you ' re done asking questions of that witness. 
22 MS . ZEMAITIENE : No , I have (inaudib le) questions , 
23 questioning him . 
24 
25 
THE COURT : Okay . Then we ' ll ask that Officer 
Knighton resume the stand . I ' ll remind you that you ' re under 
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1 oath and if you have additional questions, you need to ask 
2 them at this time, ma ' am. 
3 JOEL J. KNIGHTON, 
4 called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant in this 
5 matter, after having been previously duly sworn, assumed the 
6 witness stand and was examined and testified further as 
7 follows: 
8 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continuing) 
9 BY MS. ZEMAITIENE: 
10 Q You wrote in your-- remember writing in your police 
11 report that you escorted me to the store. 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
MR. JOHNSON : Objection. 
-or of extrinsic evidence . 
Improper use of character-
THE COURT: So, ma ' am, this--you're--you've called 
this witness, it 's on direct examination so you need to ask 
open-ended questions of what he saw or perceived rather than 
17 referring to his report. So you need to ask the question. 
18 
19 
I'll sustain the objection. 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: So I cannot ask the question 
20 anymore? 
21 
22 
THE COURT: You ' re asking him questions based on his 
report rather than just asking him what happened. You can 
23 certainly ask him a question regarding what happened, but he 's 
' 
24 
25 without asking him a question about what happened. 
your witness, so you can't try and use other outside evidence 
You've not I 
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1 done that, ma'am. 
2 
3 
Q 
A 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) Did you escort me to the store? 
I remember we walked, all three of us walked back to 
4 the main office. 
5 Q Did I was screaming when we walked--did I tell--did-
6 -did I walk--did I act belligerently when I walked back into 
7 the store? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A No. I think you were fairly cooperative as we were 
walking back. 
What do you mean fairly cooperative? Q 
A Well, we all walked back into the store and then you 
12 started, I don't know, you started saying that it was your 
13 civic duty and this, that and the other, when we got back to 
14 the office area. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q (Inaudible) as--did you ask me to walk into the 
store with you when--after the incident? 
A 
made our 
Q 
incident, 
any other 
A 
Q 
A 
I don't recall, it seemed like we just all kind of 
way back into the store. 
At any point during my walk from the 
at any point, did I was belligerent, 
way acting inappropriately? 
When we were walking back--
Yes. 
scene of the 
screaming or 
--to the store, I--it seemed like you were fine, 
from what I can recall. 
. --- ~ 
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Did I say something, anything? 
I don't recall. 
So you--you don't recall me screaming? 
I--I don't recall. I remember that you--you--when 
we got back to the office, you were a lot more upset, it 
6 seemed like . 
7 MS . ZEMAITIENE: So your Honor, I cannot ask 
8 questions regarding what happened in the store? 
9 
10 
11 
THE COURT: You can ask--you can ask questions and 
then if they ' re objected to, then I'll rule on those 
objections . But you can ask at this point, this is your 
12 witness, you can ask him questions. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So I was--I--did you come into 
the store before me? 
A I don ' t know which one of us entered the store first 
when we were walking back. It seemed like you were ahead of 
us from what I can remember, but ... 
Q Did I come in to--what did I do in the store when I 
came--when I--what--what did you- - what did you do when you 
20 enter the store? 
21 
22 Relevance. 
23 
24 
25 office. 
MR . JOHNSON : I'm going to object, Judge. 
THE COURT: I ' m going to allow it. Overruled. 
THE WITNESS: We--we all walked back to the main 
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(By Ms. Zemaitiene) You mean what office, what main 
2 office? What--
3 A The main office in the store, where the secretary's 
4 at and- -
5 
6 
Q 
A 
So we--we all together entered the office? 
I think we had you stay out there for some of the 
7 time, then we had you come back in . I think at one point you 
8 were standing out in the hall at some point , but we were in 
9 there together , too , so ... 
10 
11 
12 
Q 
A 
So--so did you enter the office in front of me? 
I--
MR . JOHNSON: Judge , again , I ' m going to object to 
13 relevance . The--who went in the office first can in no way be 
14 relevant to whether or not she interfered with an 
15 investigation . 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 Q 
THE COURT : I'm going to sustain the objection . 
I'll ask you to move on, ma'am. 
THE WITNESS: I--I don ' t remember . 
THE COURT : That- - that means don ' t answer it. 
THE WITNESS: Oh, I ' m sorry . 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) Do you remember--may I ask you 
22 why--why didn't you--you didn ' t--you didn't--why didn ' t you 
23 
24 
arrest me on the spot after the incident? 
A I think we wanted to see why you were out there 
25 doing what you did, first. 
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THE COURT : Do you have further questions , ma ' am? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : No . I'm done , your Honor . 
THE COURT : Okay . We ' ll turn the witness over . 
Do you have questions , Mr . Johnson? 
MR . JOHNSON : No , your Honor . 
THE COURT: You may step down . Thank you . 
Do you have further witnesses , Ms . Zemaitiene? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yes , I do . 
THE COURT : Who do you call? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Mr . Castagnoli . He ' s -- I would- -
THE COURT : Is he in the hallway? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yes . 
THE COURT : Okay . We ' ll get him and swear him . 
Sir , if you ' ll come forward . 
MR . CASTAGNOLI : Yes . 
THE COURT: Just to the--stand right in front of us 
17 up here at the bench . 
18 
19 
20 
MR . CASTAGNOLI : Oh . 
THE COURT : Raise your right hand and be sworn . 
HERNAN CASTAGNOLI , 
21 called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant in this 
22 matter , after having been first duly sworn , assumed the 
23 witness stand and was examined and testified as follows : 
24 
25 
THE COURT : If you ' ll take a seat on the stand, sir . 
And as we begin, if I can get you , once you ' re 
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1 situated there, to state your full name and spell your name. 
2 THE WITNESS: Oh. Hernan Castagnoli, H-e-r-n-a-n, 
3 C-a-s-t-a-g-n-o-1-i. 
4 
5 
6 
THE COURT: Okay. Thank you, sir. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: You may proceed when you're ready, Ms. 
7 Zemaitiene. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. ZEMAITIENE: 
Q May you, in your words, describe what happened on 
December 27th, 2014, in the parking lot, when you--just in 
12 couple of words. 
13 
14 
A 
Q 
Say that again. 
May you describe what happened between--what 
15 happened in the parking lot when you were approached by two 
16 employees--
17 
18 
19 
A 
Q 
A 
Oh. 
--of Deseret Industries. 
Okay. The--the--they kinda wrestled with me and 
20 then one had grabbed me and the other one had twist my arm and 
21 so I then--! kinda took one out and then--by out, you know, I 
22 put him like out from me and then I just like walking or 
23 
24 
25 
running to my car and I got in my car and I just left. 
Q So do you remember seeing me approach the scene when 
you were wrestling with police officers, those--those 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
" 
I 
I 
: 
,) 
~ ... . ·-· -- , 
____ __ _ _.... 
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Did you--did you saw me coming to the scene? 
No . I--no , I never saw you coming in the scene, I 
5 hear somebody but I no , I no saw-- I no saw the person . 
You--but you hear somebody talking to the police? 6 
7 
Q 
A I -- I saw somebody kinda like, you know like hearing 1;: 
8 somebody talking and that's when--
9 Q So the both--do you remember those officers , do you-
10 -can you recognize--
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
One- -
- -these two officers? 
--to me they ' re not officers--
Yeah . Do you--you--
-- I don ' t know the name- -
- - interacted--
THE COURT : Don ' t speak while he ' s speaking . Let 
18 him answer the question . 
19 
20 
Go ahead . 
THE WITNESS : Yeah . I don ' t know they are officers 
21 and to me, it was no officers . 
22 Q (By Ms . Zemaitiene) So you were interacting , 
23 physically interacting with both of the officers; right? They 
24 were--
25 A Well , they-- they kinda- -one- - they grab--they 
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1 grabbing me and the other one is grabbing my arm, like 
2 twisting my arm or so ... 
3 Do you remember--have you at any point see--see me 
4 jump in the middle of the fight? Have you ever witnessed--
5 
6 
A 
Q 
No, I have not. 
You have never saw me getting into the middle of 
7 the fight; right? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A 
Q 
No, I don't. 
No? 
You never saw me grab arm of any officer? 
MR. JOHNSON: Judge , I'm going to object. It's been i 
12 asked and answered . 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Q 
Q 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene ) Did you--did you see me--
THE COURT: He's already responded--
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) --grab--
THE COURT: --that he didn ' t see you, ma'am, so it 
17 has been asked and answered. I'm going to sustain the 
18 objection . 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q 
Q 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) You--you didn't see me--
MR . JOHNSON: Objection. Asked and answered. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
He's testified that he didn ' t see you, ma'am. 
(By Ms. Zemaitiene) Did you recall one of the 
24 officers telling me something? 
25 A Say it again. 
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Did you recall one of- -or both officers telling me 
No , I ' m not , because I left , I was- -
But during--
- -like--
- - but during the--your interaction , did you- - did you 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
hear them--not - -not- -
A 
9 I'm like--
10 
11 
Q 
A 
I not--I not hear what they--I not hear, sorry, I--
So you didn ' t--
Until I kinda- -they wrestling with me , I don ' t know , 
12 they--what was going on , then I got like- -kinda like what's 
13 going on , you know , like kinda funny ' cause in- -I just like my 
14 dog go out from the car and then I just put him back in and 
15 then I just left and I not saw what happened . 
16 Q 
17 They- -
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Did--did at some point , the officers let you go? 
Well , I kinda left . 
After--you know, you- -
So they--
--they were grabbing--
THE COURT : You need to let him finish speaking--
MS . ZEMAITIENE: Sorry . 
THE COURT : --before you answer . 
THE WITNESS : Yeah , I just left . The-- I was going 
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1 around in the car and then I just got in the car and I just 
2 left because I don't understand what happ--what's--what's 
3 going on until then. 
4 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) But you--you felt that--like 
5 they released you; right? 
6 
7 
A 
Q 
Say it again? 
You--you noticed that they released you, grip on 
8 you, let you go; right? That you why--that you went around 
9 your car and--and got--
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
need--
I just l eft. I just got in the car and left then. 
So--
I don't know the--there are no--
--you--did you at some--any--any--
THE COURT: Ma'am, if he's still speaking, you 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Oh, so sorry. 
THE COURT: --to not speak. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I don ' t know they are officers 
19 then, that's why I just kinda like go--run in the car and just 
20 left. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) So did you--at any point, did 
you see me? Just you hear--you heard me? 
A 
Q 
A 
I heard somebody--
Yes, you--
--but I--
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--but you didn't see--
- -never saw you . 
- - anything? 
I never saw you or noticed anything . I just got in 
the car and left. 
Q So you didn ' t see any--anybody jump into the middle 
7 of the fight , grab officers or you grab? Nobody? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A No , because they--they grabbed--they grabbed me and 
then I just kinda like got it--I don ' t know how I got put and 
then I just put my dog inside the car and I just left . I 
never saw what happened. 
Q May I ask you , Mr . Castagnoli, when male officer 
stopped you in the parking lot for the first time , did he--you 
were--because you were stopped by a male officer; right? 
First, when you exited the store . 
MR . JOHNSON : Objection--
THE WITNESS : I don ' t know 
MR. JOHNSON : -- relevance , 
THE COURT : Sustained . 
MR . JOHNSON : Thank you . 
THE COURT : Sustained . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Sustained? 
THE COURT : Yes. 
the- -
Judge. This- -
MS . ZEMAITIENE : I cannot ask him if--
THE COURT : You cannot . I ' ve previously ruled that 
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1 that line of questioning is not relevant. 
2 Q (By Ms. Zemaitiene) Did you- -did you , Mr. 
3 Castagnoli, did anybody of those police officers tell you that 
4 they were police officers in the parking lot , by your--by your 
5 car? When you were stopped by them again, did they tell you 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
that they were police officers? 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
No, they did not . 
Did those police officers show you any badge? 
No . 
Is they--those police officers and you didn't see 
ti 
I· 
11 anything that would indicate that they were police officers at :
1 
12 that moment? 
A 
Q 
No . 
Did male officer show you her (sic) badge? 
MR. JOHNSON: Objection. Asked and answered. 
• 
• 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
THE COURT: Sustained. I 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Well, I guess that--that's all I 
18 wanted to know so ... 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 
Cross-examination? 
MR. JOHNSON: No, your Honor. I have no questions. 
THE COURT : Thank you, sir. You may step down. 
And then may this witness be excused then? Yes? 
MR. JOHNSON: I have no objection. 
THE COURT: That means you may leave if you choose, 
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sir . 
THE WITNESS : Okay . 
THE COURT : Thank you. 
Do you have further witnesses? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : No . No , your Honor . 
THE COURT : Okay . So--
Page 77 
MR . JOHNSON : If that ' s the case, will--would the 
8 Court instruct Mr. Johnson , her former attorney, that he could 
9 probably leave. He ' s been sitting out there the whole time . 
10 
11 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yeah. 
THE COURT : Oh, I didn ' t --you were intending to call 
12 him as a witness? 
13 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yeah, but I don ' t need him anymore , 
14 so yeah, --
15 
16 
17 
THE COURT : Yes, we can notify that he's --he ' s not 
going to be called as a witness . 
Ma ' am, you don ' t --you ' re not going to testify 
18 yourself, you ' re not going to call any further witnesses? 
19 
20 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: I would like to testify. 
THE COURT: Okay. Well , now--that ' s what I was 
21 misunderstanding . 
22 If you ' ll come forward and be sworn . 
23 KRISTINA ZEMAITIENE , 
24 the defendant herein , called as a witness , after having been 
25 first duly sworn, assumed the witness stand and was examined 
I 
11 
11 
I 
11 
I> 
l.i 
! 
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1 and testified in her own behalf as follows : 
2 
3 
4 
THE COURT : If you ' ll take a seat on the sta nd. 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : If I may have--bring up water? 
THE COURT : Yes. 
5 Mr . Johnson , what I have found is the smoothest way 
6 to do this· is to have her make a statement rather than ask 
7 herself questions and answer them . Do you object to 
8 proceeding in that way? 
9 
10 
MR . JOHNSON : I do not , your Honor , as long as the 
Court-- I would ask the Court--I do ask the Court to instruct 
11 her that the same relevancy rules and objections are going to 
12 
13 
be required, though . If she goes in areas that--that she 
wasn ' t allowed to ask other people questions in , then the 
14 City ' s going to object . 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
stops so 
talking 
THE COURT : Okay. 
MR . JOHNSON : And--and if the City objects , that she 
that we may be allowed to deal with that without 
over each other . 
THE COURT : Yes . So ma ' am , since you're acting as 
20 your own lawyer, what I ' m going to allow you to do is to make 
21 a statement , tell me what you ' d like me to know, your--your 
:; 
j 
I 
:1 
I 
22 
23 
under oath sworn testimony, okay? But you ' re still subject- - I 
the testimony that you offer is still subject to the same 
24 rules. The City may object to testimony that you offer. If 
25 there ' s an objection , you need to stop speaking so that I can 
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rule on it . Okay? _ And I'll make the same rulings regarding 
2 testimony that you offer, yourself, as I do with the other 
3 
4 
witnesses. 
So with that understanding , then just make sure 
5 you stop if there's an objection made . And I ' m happy to hear 
6 
7 
8 
9 
what testimony you have to offer. And I will ask that you 
speak into the microphone so that we make sure we ' re on the 
record. 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: So I will not be asked, I need to 
10 just make--
11 THE COURT : You ' re offering your direct testimony 
12 right now. You ' ve called yourself as a witness, so there were 
13 two ways to do that; either you could ask yourself questions 
14 and then answer them or you can make a statement to me . I 
15 think that it makes more sense for you to make a statement to 
16 me , but if you start offering information that the City 
17 objects to , you need to stop speaking so that I can- -I can 
18 respond to that objection and then you need to tailor your 
19 statement as such . 
20 After you ' re done , the City will have an opportunity 
21 to cross - exami ne you. 
22 MS . ZEMAITIENE : So if I make a statement, it should 
23 be one sentence statement? 
24 
25 
THE COURT : No . No . No. You can tell me what 
you ' d like me to know that ' s relevant to the charges that 
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1 you're facing. 
2 DIRECT TESTIMONY 
3 MS. ZEMAITIENE: So on December 27th, I was s itting 
4 in my car in a store parking _ lot, I was work--I worked at the 
5 Deseret Industries store, it was a Deseret Industries store. 
6 And I was just, after my--my shift ended, I was--was ready to 
7 go home and I was sitting in my car in the parking lot and saw 
8 fighting going on. 
9 I just ran to the scene and--and--and tell--and ask 
those two people, women (sic) and man, stop violence, leave 
that man alone. ! 
10 
11 
12 
13 
I--I didn ' t touch anybody, I just--I don't know. I :1 
was keeping my distance. When I made my appearance, when I 
14 asked them questions of--as to them to leave, she--Mrs.--Ms. 
15 Lovendahl told that she was a police officer and I asked her, 
16 
17 
18 
19 
could you show some identification because you don't look like 
police officer, I don't--I don't know if you're a police 
officer. But she--she didn't answer me. 
And of course, I understand she was--yeah , she was 
20 busy apprehending Mr.--Mr.--Mr. Castagnoli, but I, at no 
21 point, I--I did interfere at no point I grab anybody, I was 
22 just standing, keeping my distance and just pleading--pleading 
23 with police--with those guys, even if I--I wanted to believe 
24 
25 
that they were police officers. 
You know, everything was transpiring so quickly , it-
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1 · -everything really at--at some point, Ms. Lovendahl released 
2 grip off Castagnoli and she ran to the front of the car and 
3 there was a dog, Castagnoli's dog, but he--she grabbed the 
4 puppy. And my focus then was on her because she was hold--
5 holding this puppy, the puppy was like barking, yelping, and 
6 I--I didn't--then I didn't see what happened with--with the--
7 Castagnoli and Mr. Knighton, I was just focused on--on--on Ms. 
8 Lovendahl with that dog. 
9 And so but at that point, Ms.--Mr. Knighton, he 
10 let go of Castagnoli and because I saw then that Castagnoli 
11 went--ran to the front of his--of his- - of his car, grabbed his 
12 dog from--from Ms. Lovendahl and just jumped in the car and--
13 and left. 
14 So when--when the Castagnoli left, then Mr. 
15 Knighton, he explained that they were unde rcover police 
16 officers working security at the store. It was surprising me, 
17 I work there but I didn't know. I saw Mr. Knighton once--
18 sometimes, he worked at the back of the store, but he was 
19 plain clothes and I had no idea that he was--he was police 
20 officer. Nobody knew, of my co-workers, that the store had 
21 s ecurity, plain clothes security. 
22 So at that point, Mr. Knighton, he was telling me 
23 that we were--that they were police officers, undercover 
24 police officers and they were trying to arrest a shoplifter. 
25 And at that point, suddenly, I don't know why, Ms.--Mrs. 
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1 Lovendahl just approached me , I was just--I was just standing 
2 and--and listening to Mr.--Mr. Knighton talking to me and at 
3 that point , Mr. (sic) Lovendahl just came to me , approached me 
4 and pulled her badge from--from--from T-shirt and just shoved 
5 the badge into my face and said, see, I ' m a police officer. 
6 And that moment, she just pushed-- chest bumped me two times . 
7 And after that, we returned to the store. I--I was 
8 left alone in the parking lot and because it was--it was my--
9 end of my work , I was thinking , should I go home or just 
10 
11 
should I go to--to the store and to report to the management 
what I saw because I saw security officers violating a 
12 customer. And I wanted also to report Mrs. Lovendahl about 
13 
14 
this chest bump thing , it was like an assault. 
So I went to my car and got my purse and--and 
15 returned to the store . When I returned to the store , I-- I 
16 
17 
went to the- - the main office , like Ms . --excuse me, Mr . 
Knighton described, it was--we called it accounting office . 
i 
I 
1 
18 And I found those two police officers already there and it was 
11 
19 one of the supervisors and I just told the supervisor I would 
20 like to report a parking lot incident . And the supervisor 
21 told me , if you please leave--wait outside, I will call you . 
22 MR. JOHNSON: Okay. At this point , I'll object, 
23 Judge . I think right at - -right--before now but right now , 
24 it's outside- - it's just not relevant . 
25 THE COURT : I think that that is--I ' ll sustain that . 
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1 I'll sustain that objection . And--
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yeah , the --
THE COURT : --based on that , the rest of what you 
wanted to tell me is what happened after that fact? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : What fact , your Honor? 
THE COURT : After you went into the office and were 
I, 
I 
I 
J 
'I 
11 
7 asked to wait outside? : 
8 MS . ZEMAITIENE : Yeah, but basically it's not much 
9 
10 
left to say , I guess so . 
THE COURT : Okay . Well , then at this point , I ' ll 
,,, 
11 allow the City to cross - examine you regarding that statement . ,, 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
questions . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : Okay . 
THE COURT : Mr . Johns on? 
MR . JOHNSON: Just a couple of quick clarification 
CROSS - EXAMINATION 
BY MR . JOHNSON: 
Q Going back to when you were outside with--at the van 
with the suspect and the two individuals that- - that at some 
point in time stated they were officers . At some point in 
21 time , in your testimony, I believe it was the female 
22 
23 
24 
25 
individual told you she was an officer ; correct? 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes . 
But you didn ' t believe her ; correct? 
Yes . 
-
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And you--so you continued to tell her in your--
2 whatever way your testimony was, to stop doing what she was 
3 
4 
doing; isn ' t that correct? 
A No . I--when he (sic) told me that she was a police 
5 officer , I told her , ma'am, could you please show me something 
6 that I could believe. 
7 
8 
9 
Q 
A 
Q 
Right. And isn ' t it true , she didn ' t do that? 
She didn't . 
And then you kept talking, pleading, whatever you 
10 were doing to her to stop doing whatever it was she was doing ; 
11 correct? 
Yeah. I was just- - !I 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A 
Q Approximately how far away from her were you at that !1 
point? 
A Like I - -I don ' t know , like--like from you if this --
this distance from you from--
Q 
A 
From me to that--to there? 
Yeah. This table, I was standing , but if she was 
standing like you know , on the stand, then I was just like 
that . 
Q And approximately how loud were you talking? About 
as loud as you ' re talking now? 
A Yeah. I guess, because I - -I - -I don ' t know English 
24 language pretty well so I don ' t know how to--how to shout in 
25 English . So--
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Well--
--I was not--yeah, I just--I r ai sed probably a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
little bit my voice--
Q 
A 
Q 
So she - -
- -because they--
Let me just make sure I unde rstand this. She tells 
7 you she ' s an offi cer--
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
A 
Q 
A 
13 someone . 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
Yes. 
--correct? 
You say, show me some proof of that. 
Yes . 
While she ' s in the process of trying to arrest 
Yes . 
She doesn ' t do that . 
Yes . 
You the n continue to tell her to not do whatever it 
18 is she ' s doing? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A 
Q 
A 
Yes. I was just pleading--
Okay. 
And I ' m not--
MR. JOHNSON: That 's--
THE COURT: Let her finish . 
You can finish answering the question. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah . I just at that point--
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MR . JOHNSON: Judge , I would object . It's--it's-- I 
2 asked her yes or no questions . 
3 THE COURT : It ' s responsive--it ' s responsive to your 
4 question and you actually didn ' t ask her to respond yes or no 
5 and I ' m going to allow her to finish answering. 
6 You may answer . 
7 THE WITNESS : So yeah, when--when Mrs. Lovendahl 
8 didn ' t show proof, I just--I just kept, yeah , like--like 
9 (inaudible) just asking please leave this guy and go , just 
10 leave him alone . Nothing else . I didn't ask her any more f or 
11 badges or whatever, I . just--because it was--at that point, 
12 everything e nded very quickly when I entered the scene , so 
13 yeah , it--she--she--she let go of Castagnoli then and--and l et 
14 Mr. Knighton deal with--with Castagnoli and yeah , it ended 
15 like this. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
MR. JOHNSON: I have no further questions . 
THE COURT : Thank you. 
Any follow-up statement that you ' d like to make? 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: No . 
THE COURT: Okay, ma'am . You may step down . 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Thank you. 
THE COURT: And I think we already established that 
23 you don ' t have further witnesses, Ms . Zemaitiene; is that 
24 correct? 
25 MS. ZEMAITIENE: 
- -··· . - - - .. - -"-'-- -·-- _.... . ,....., . - -
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THE COURT: You don't have any additional witnesses? 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: No. 
THE COURT: So do you rest? 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: Yes, I--I rest. 
THE COURT: Okay. Does the State intend to put on 
any evidence in rebuttal? 
MR. JOHNSON: No, your Honor, the City rests in 
8 rebuttal. 
9 THE COURT: All right. So the Court's now received 
10 all the evidence. 
11 Argument? 
12 MR. JOHNSON: City waives initial, reserves the 
13 right to rebut. 
14 
15 
16 
THE COURT: So the City has the right to give a 
closing argument and a rebuttal. They're waiving their f i rst 
closing argument, so now it's time for you to present a 
17 closing argument to--to the Court, ma'am. 
18 
19 
20 
MS. ZEMAITIENE: This case is complicated probably 
for the Court to decide because there are two witnesses that 
argue that interference happened and two witnesses that argue 
21 that interference did not happen . 
22 And it's up to the Court to--to issue a decision, to 
23 weigh reliability of--of witnesses. I, unfortunately, I--
24 defense, I wanted to use circumstantial evidence to show to--
25 to show that--that there is alternative, really, plausible 
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1 explanation why I was arrested because Mr . Castagnoli would 
2 testify that he didn ' t see--he didn ' t witness any 
3 interference . If I , according to the officers, jumped into 
4 the fight , then the Castagnoli should have see- -should have 
5 seen me but he didn ' t see me . 
6 And this is--one to support my alternative , so to 
7 say alternative explanation of what happened, why I was 
8 arrested, that like Ms . --Ms . Lovendahl ' s told that she didn ' t 
9 arrest me on the spot , she didn't accuse me of interference on 
10 the spot and she allowed me to--that basically nobody- - nobody 
11 escorted me to the store to further protesting, so basically 
12 when this happened, I was - -we returned to the store , I- - like 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Ms. Lovendahl testified that she didn ' t want me to- -to lose my 
job , that ' s why she didn ' t cite me on- -on the spot , but she 
did so in the store . 
So this --there was that circumstantial evidence that 
17 I was not - -not arrested in the store--in the parking lot and 
I 
' 
' 
., 
18 Lovendahl went back to the store without me, allowing me to , ,, 
• 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
19 according to her , she-- I was following her , screaming , and by • 
20 the way , Mr. Knighton told that I was not screaming, there was 
21 
22 
no belligerent behavior on my part on my way to--to the 
parking lot . 
23 So at this point, there are discrepancies and--and-- 1 
24 and in State witness testimon ies and when it comes to--there 
25 is no discrepancy between my testimony and Castagnoli ' s 
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testimony . I testified that I didn't interfere and Mr . 
Castagnoli testified that I didn't interfere . 
So it ' s opposite testimonies and as I said, you 
know , this circumstantial evidence that I was left in the--in 
5 the parking lot and I- - if I had not gone to- -to the store, I 
6 
7 
would have not been charged, I would have gon e to--to the home 
and it would have never , anything happened, no--no arrest. 
8 So it's this circumstantial evidence , yes, weighs in 
9 favor of my not interfering , that at some point , when I went 
10 to the store and I complained about Ms . Lovendahl , she 
11 probably-- she was angry and she probably in anger and she just 
12 
13 
said, oh, !-- I'm going to cite you with interference in an 
arrest and she - -maybe she--maybe she thought that yes , I - -I 
14 interfered in the sense that maybe I was just annoying , I was 
.[ 
1 
I 
I 
' 
' 
i 
15 standing there and--and- -and talking them to stop , let this-- i! 
16 let this guy go, that--but it just - -was just verbal 
17 interaction and I didn ' t interfere. So when Lovendahl charged 
18 me with an arrest in the store , in the office , she then--and 
19 then she wrote police report , she just added some , you know , 
,1 
11 
1, 
20 this information that--to justify her charge . Even maybe she- ; 
21 -maybe she thought that I -- I interfered verbally , probably . 
22 She was angry, probably . Annoying was - -maybe my speech was 
23 annoying at the scene , but it ' s still speech . 
And when she cited me with arrest , then when she I' 24 
25 needed to write this report , she thought that if I write that !\ 
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1 
il 
2 interference with, you know, the speech, then she just added 
3 that I grabbed at her. 
4 And by the way, Mr.--Mr. Knighton, in his police--
5 police report, provides no explanation how I interfere 
6 whatsoever. He just stated that I attempted to interfere, 
7 with no explanation, no description that I grabbed--grabbed 
8 
9 
10 
Mr.--Mrs. Lovendahl or just attempted to grab him (sic). 
-she didn't tell anything about this. 
She-
So it's my explanation, my alternative version of 
11 why I was arrested and yeah, I just--yeah, I--I recognize I--I 
12 probably, I made a mistake, I--I should have gone home and 
13 then not annoy police officers, I understand they do difficult 
14 job and of course, they were trying to arrest a shoplifter, 
15 and--but as we said, I--I really, physically, I didn't do 
16 
17 
18 
19 
anything. 
And as Mr. Castagnoli told, I didn ' t jump in the 
middle of the fight. I--he even didn't see me because I was 
just standing on the left of--of Ms.--Ms.--Mrs. Lovendahl and 
20 I really didn't--didn't do anything that would have inhibited 
21 their--their--their actions. 
22 And I guess any reasonable police officer, if 
23 really--if I--if I was the culprit, if I really was to, like 
24 intervene with an arrest to the degree that Castagnoli 
25 escaped, any reasonable police officers would have escorted me 
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1 to the store to protest (?) me, but as I said , nobody told me 
2 to come to them- -with them into the store , I was left in the 
3 store and I was free to go home . 
4 So I ' m--it ' s my--my version and I guess because of 
5 this alternative , you know , alternative explanation , this-- the 
6 
7 
prosecutor maybe not succeeded to , you know , prove my guilt 
beyond reasonable doubt . If not - -if the prosecutor has video 
8 footage showing that I really grabbed (inaudible) but there ' s 
9 no video footage and--and the police officers ' testimony 
10 contradict each other ; Ms . Lovendahl told that I was screaming 
11 and- -and-- and following her , Mr . Knighton told that I-- I went 
12 in front of- -of Ms . Lovendahl and didn ' t see--didn ' t say 
13 anything. 
14 And as far as our testimony, my testimony and Mr . 
15 Castagnoli ' s testimony agree , no--no contradiction . 
16 
17 
18 
19 
THE COURT : Thank you , ma ' am . 
MS . ZEMAITIENE: Thank you , your Honor . 
MR . JOHNSON : Just a few quick points , your Honor . 
First, the defendant says it ' s complicated because 
20 there ' s two people that say she did it and two people that say 
21 she didn ' t , but we ' re not - -there's no mention of what it is . 
22 And what we ' re talking about is interfering with an officer 
23 during their lawful duties. 
24 But even that statement is incorrect because there ' s 
25 two people that assert that she did it , there ' s one person 
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1 that says they didn ' t see her and then there ' s her, in her own 
2 testimony, that says after she was told they were police 
3 officers, she did continue, she continued to try to stop the 
4 officers from arresting the individual , by verbally doing 
5 whatever it was she was doing; and in fact, she actually even 
6 stated on the stand that she didn ' t shout because she doesn 't 
7 know how to shout in English but that she may have raised he r 
8 voice . 
9 Coun--or t he--the defendant gives a - -an alternative 
10 explanation but it doesn't ma ke any sense and it has to be a 
11 reasonable doubt, it can't just be any doubt. An alternative 
12 explanation doesn't equal a rea s onable doubt because something 
13 happened that stopped Mr. Castagnoli from being physically 
14 held by officers to the point where he was able to drive away. 
15 Something happened. It's not reasonable to say that what's 
16 happened--what happened was all of a sudden, the officers go 
17 from trying to apprehend him to just go with stopping, lett ing 
18 him run around his car, watch him pick up a dog and get in h is 
19 van and drive away. That's not reasonable , Judge. 
20 So I think the alternative explanation, while it ' s 
21 an alternative explanation, it's not a reasonable doubt 
22 And in her closing, she even acknowledged that she 
23 verbally continued to engage the officers . The--the flaw in 
24 her argument is that she doesn ' t believe that that is 
25 interfering , but that is interfering if it stops the officers 
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1 from doing what they ' re doing . You can ' t just say anything 
2 you want, it ' s --it ' s one of the first things we learn , you 
3 can ' t yell fire in a theater , there ' s certain things you 
4 cannot do . 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
And if you ' re doing something that is taking the 
officers' attention away from their ability to do what they ' re 
doing, even if it ' s verbally , that ' s interfering . I think 
we ' ve more than met our burden and we ' d ask that you find her 
guilty. 
MS . ZEMAI TIENE : May I --
THE COURT : No, the--the City gets the last word 
12 because it ' s their burden , ma ' am . 
13 So with that , the case has been submitted to me. I 
14 will indicate , as I review all of the evidence , that I do find 
15 that the City has made--has met its burden in proving the 
16 charge of interfering, beyond a reasonable doubt . 
17 What I will indicate is that the undisputed evidence 
18 that was offered at trial is certainly that Ms. Zemaitiene 
19 approached the officers in the parking lot while they were 
20 involved in an altercation . At that point , I think that 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
there ' s no evidence that suggests Ms . Zemaitiene knew the 
police officers were in fact police officers ; however , once 
she involved herself in that altercation, the testimony of 
both Officer Lovendahl and Ms . Zemaitiene ' s testimony , 
indicate that Officer Lovendahl told Ms . Zemaitiene that she 
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1 was a police officer , told her to back off . 
2 The undisputed testimony that ' s been offered is that 
3 Ms. Zemaitiene did not remove herself from the situation at 
4 that point , but continued to remain in the situation, 
5 continued to distract the officers, tell them to stop trying 
6 to arrest Mr . Castagnoli to the point that he was able to get 
7 
8 
away . 
I do agree with the City ' s read of the statute . I 
9 don ' t find that you need to physically grab an officer or push 
10 an officer to interfere. What you need to do is to perform an 
11 act or to refuse to perform an act that interferes with an 
12 officer's ability to seek an arrest or detention. In this 
13 case , they clearly , at the very least were seeking to detain 
14 Mr . Castagnoli . 
15 But further , I find the testimony of Officer 
16 Lovendahl that there was actually physical interaction between 
17 Ms . Zemaitiene and Officer Lovendahl to be credible . I do 
18 
19 
20 
find that there was grabbing , that Ms . Zemaitiene physically 
involved herself in the altercation . I find that it was 
brief, as described by Officer Lovendahl, but certainly 
21 further supports the claim of interfering. 
22 So based on that, ma ' am, I do find you guilty of the 
23 charge of interfering as an infraction . The matter before--is 
24 before me in an appeal from a Justice Court and given that , 
25 the state of the law is that the sentence in this case can be 
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1 no more than that which was imposed in the Justice Court and 
2 my read to the Justice Court ' s file was that what was imposed 
3 
4 
5 
was $150 fine . Is that correct? 
MR . JOHNSON: I honestly don ' t know, your Honor . 
THE COURT : I show that there was $150 fine . I 
6 would view that and I am looking at the record right now, my 
7 
8 
recollection is correct, that Judge Farr imposed $150 fine . 
So ma ' am, I think given that this is an infraction 
9 that it makes sense to conclude the proceedings today and 
10 impose sentence . 
11 I ' m happy to hear anything from you regarding that 
12 but that woul d be the outer limits of the sentence that the 
13 Court could impose . 
14 Any thing that you ' d like to say as it relates to 
15 that? 
16 MS . ZEMAITIENE: So for clarification purposes, I 
17 need to pay fine to the Court or- -
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
THE COURT : I haven ' t imposed anything yet , so--and 
I suppose you do still have a right to come back for 
sentencing . You have a right to be sentenced no sooner than 
two days after you ' ve been found guilty . So you have two 
options , we can proceed with sentencing today and the worst 
23 thing, the most severe sentence that the Cou rt would impose 
24 would be $150 fine . 
I 
r 
: 
I 
I 
' 
25 Or you can choose to come back before the Court on _j 
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my next City calendar, which is Apri l 17th, I think. We could 
come back on that date for sentencing if you'd prefer to come 
back on that date, but I'm certainly not going to require 
j 
;1 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 that. If you'd like to go forward with sentencing today, then , 
5 I'm happy to impose sentence today. 
6 MS. ZEMAITIENE: Your Honor, no, I will--I will file 
7 appeal. 
8 THE COURT : Well, the appeal--first of all, whether 
9 you file an appeal or not, I mean, there are certainly issues 
10 regarding whether or not you can file an appeal but you can't 
11 file an appeal until you're sentenced. So it's not a 
12 conviction until you're sentenced . So I'm certainly not going 
13 
14 
15 
16 
to speak to that issue, b ut what I wi l l tell you is that this 
Court's conviction in this matter is not final until a 
sentence has been imposed. 
So you can come back on April 17th and this Court 
17 can impose sentence or we can go forward and I can impose 
18 
19 
sentence today. And I will leave that to you. The statute 
states that you have a right to wait, you don ' t have to do it 
20 the day of the trial , so it's your decision, whether you'd 
21 
22 
like me to impose sentence right now or whether you'd like to 
come back on April 17th on my next City calendar, I'll leave 
23 that to you. But in any event, you can't file an appeal until 
24 after you've been sentenced. 
25 So I'm offering that to you as you don't need to 
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1 come back to Court , we can finish today or if you want to come 
2 back to Court , so be it . What would you like to do? 
3 
4 
MS . ZEMAITIENE : I would like to come back for- -
THE COURT : Okay . We ' ll set it for sentencing at 
5 8 : 30 on April 17th . I ' m correct that that ' s my next--my next 
6 city date? Okay . 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1 6 
17 
18 
All right . We can do a sentencing hearing at that 
time . I assume you ' re here that day anyway , Mr . Johnson . 
MR . JOHNSON : Correct , Judge . 
THE COURT : Okay . Then I ' ll see the parties on that 
date . Thank you very much . 
excused? 
MS . ZEMAI TIENE : Thank you . 
MR . JOHNSON : And that ' s my final matter if I may be 
THE COURT : You may . Thank you . 
And we ' ll b e in recess . 
(Whereupon , this hearing was concluded . ) 
* * * 
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